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Abstract

Computers today are so complex and opaque that a user cannot know everything occurring

within the system. Most efforts toward computer security have focused on securing soft-

ware. However, software security techniques implicitly assume correct execution by the

underlying system, including the hardware. Securing these systems has been challenging

due to their complexity and the proportionate attack surface they present during their de-

sign, manufacturing, deployment, and operation. Ultimately, the user’s trust in the system

depends on claims made by each party supplying the system’s components.

This dissertation presents the Containment Architecture with Verified Output (CAVO)

model in recognition of the reality that existing tools and techniques are insufficient to se-

cure complex hardware components in modern computing systems. Rather than attempt

to secure each complex hardware component individually, CAVO establishes trust in hard-

ware using a single, simple, separately manufactured component, called the Sentry. The

Sentry bridges a physical gap between the untrusted system and its external interfaces and

contains the effects of malicious behavior by untrusted system components before the ex-

ternal manifestation of any such effects. Thus, only the Sentry and the physical gap must

be secured in order to assure users of the containment of malicious behavior. The simplic-

ity and pluggability of CAVO’s Sentry enable suppliers and consumers to take additional

measures to secure it, including formal verification, supervised manufacture, and supply

chain diversification.

This dissertation also presents TrustGuard—the first prototype CAVO design—to demon-

strate the feasibility of the CAVO model. TrustGuard achieves containment by only allow-

ing the communication of correctly executed results of signed software. The Sentry in

TrustGuard leverages execution information obtained from the untrusted processor to en-

able efficient checking of the untrusted system’s work, even when the Sentry itself is sim-

pler and much slower than the untrusted processor. Simulations show that TrustGuard can

guarantee containment of malicious hardware components with a geomean of 8.5% decline
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in the processor’s performance, even when the Sentry operates at half the clock frequency

of the complex, untrusted processor.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computing devices have become all-pervasive in our lives. Cars, homes, emergency ser-

vices, utilities, government services, defense systems, etc. are all computerized and con-

nected to the Internet. However, these devices are often vulnerable to attack. Intrusions

into computing devices may lead to financial losses [43, 45], damage to enterprise assets

[54, 97], operational disruption [47, 46], industrial and military espionage [5, 69], or even

physical harm to people and their environment [43, 60, 145]. The potentially adverse con-

sequences of compromised computing devices have compelled system engineers to make

security a primary concern, after decades of building computing devices with security as a

secondary concern to performance.

Most efforts for securing computing devices focus on software security due to the pro-

liferation of software vulnerabilities and the comparative ease with which attackers can

exploit them. Software developers have traditionally approached security as a game of cat-

and-mouse between attackers and defenders. Under this model, vulnerabilities often come

to light after exploitation by attackers. Software developers then fix these vulnerabilities

and issue patches to protect those systems in the future. Even when vulnerabilities are

fixed, the time between the exploitation of a vulnerability, its disclosure, and its patching

often results in huge losses [55].
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A more principled approach based on formal methods provides users with much stronger

guarantees about the security of their software. Significant effort has been directed at using

formal methods to secure the software stack, from proving that compilers produce correct

executables [12, 84], to ensuring a program’s memory safety in order to prevent attacks

such as buffer overflows [95], to verifying the functional correctness of critical software

[13, 77]. However, secure software is only as secure as the underlying system.

A modern computing system is generally some combination of processors, volatile and

nonvolatile storage of various types, interconnects, and I/O devices. Many of these com-

ponents have firmware, microcode, or other means of field configuration that may provide

a means for an attack [59]. Bugs in underlying hypervisors and virtual machines may cir-

cumvent the protections provided by trusted applications, allowing attackers to modify or

steal data used by those applications [100, 141]. Trojans may be introduced during the

design and manufacture of hardware components [22, 63, 132, 137]. Design errors and

transient faults in hardware may be leveraged by an attacker [27]. Adversaries have been

known to tamper with systems during delivery [146]. All of these attacks can undermine

secure software. Moreover, hardware vulnerabilities are harder to patch as only a subset of

them can be repaired through mechanisms such as microcode or firmware updates [14, 15].

The standard practice of building a secure computing device is to use a composed

set of tools, techniques, and policies to secure every individual component of the sys-

tem. These may include purchasing components only from trusted companies, tamper-

proofing system components [52], formal verification of component designs [64, 70, 79],

post-production testing [123], etc. However, the complexity of modern hardware and the

intricacies of the hardware manufacturing process have posed a significant challenge for ar-

chitects and manufacturers to prove that designs are both correct and have not been altered

maliciously [33, 68, 72, 82].

Vulnerabilities may be introduced at any stage of the design, manufacturing, and distri-

bution processes. These vulnerabilities may provide attackers access to sensitive or critical
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user data, irrespective of whether the software running on the system is secure [22, 27,

32, 36, 63, 74, 75, 131, 132, 133, 137]. Manufacturers have long used simulation-based

testing for functionally validating processor designs [25]. However, the test space may be

prohibitively huge; for instance, it is infeasible to exhaustively test multipliers for the bug

described above. To reduce the test space, designers often rely on pseudorandom test-case

generation to cover the test space. Consequently, there is often a significant gap between

the generated test space and the actual one [8, 30, 144]. Such testing may also fail to

detect vulnerabilities that stay dormant during testing with random or functional stimuli

[132, 123].

More recently, formal verification techniques have been integrated into the hardware

design process for verifying the functional correctness of processors [33, 66, 72, 90, 116,

102, 106, 140, 105, 115, 81]. Most of these techniques do not verify the RTL design of the

processor; they instead verify a high-level model of the processor microarchitecture against

a processor specification. Significantly, Reid et al. reveal that verifying pre-RTL designs

often misses many bugs, as most processor errors are introduced while translating the mi-

croarchitecture design into RTL and during subsequent optimization [106]. Moreover, for

complex components such as processors, formal verification often requires skilled human

support and requires considerably more time than designing the processor itself.

Even assuming the ability to verify complex designs, the logistical reality of creating

modern systems—from the outsourcing and offshoring of design and fabrication to the

incorporation of third-party components protected by intellectual property restrictions—

compromises the ability to secure computing devices [71, 73]. Even though formal tech-

niques may guarantee the correctness of hardware designs, they cannot ensure that those

designs were subsequently manufactured faithfully. Post-production techniques for detect-

ing malicious modifications to fabricated chips offer some assurance against certain misbe-

haviors or defects [63, 7, 68]. However, these techniques are typically not comprehensive.

Some of these techniques may also have high runtime cost [132]; or they are statistical
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and have both false negatives and false positives [7, 68]. Furthermore, the ability of these

techniques to reliably detect Trojan circuits in large circuits remains an open question.

In general, work on hardware verification needs to mature significantly before providing

end-to-end security guarantees for the complex hardware components present in modern

computing devices. Thus, one must assume that any given complex component in a system

can be compromised. Additionally, even relatively a simple component can be secured

only via extreme care at each stage of its lifecycle—from design through manufacturing

and transportation to its delivery to the end user. Thus, there is a limit to the number of

secured components that can exist in a system due to cost considerations. In recognition

of this reality, computing devices would ideally be built using a single, simple, separately

manufactured component, whose sole purpose is to be the basis of security for the rest of

the system.

Many proposed techniques recognize the importance of assuming that not all compo-

nents in a computing device can be considered secure. One class of techniques (for e.g.

AEGIS [120] and Bastion [37]) uses a specially designed processor to provide software

with secure execution environments. Such techniques drop the goal of protection from all

attacks, such as attacks on availability, to increase the security of sensitive data. The moti-

vation behind these techniques is that securing the processor is easier than securing all of

hardware.

However, this class of techniques relies on the ability to secure processors. As discussed

earlier, the complexity of building modern processors makes it difficult to ensure that every

step of the manufacturing process is secure. Verifying and validating complex designs of

processors is a difficult, time-consuming, and sometimes intractable task with currently

available tools [33, 68, 72, 82, 117, 133, 147, 148].

Another class of techniques [101, 11, 4, 52] introduces a simpler, easily verifiable hard-

ware root of trust for sensitive operations (e.g. cryptographic functions, random number

generation, etc.) and data (e.g. cryptographic key storage). Some of these “secure co-
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processors” also offer attestation functionality to ensure that sensitive operations/data are

performed/released in a trusted environment. Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [101] is a

widely adopted implementation of this approach. Attestation by TPM chips involves ver-

ifying the identity of other components in the system. A verified identity is considered

sufficient for trust regardless of whether those components actually work correctly.

However, secure coprocessors have their own set of limitations. The onus is on the

programmer to correctly use the cryptographic primitives offered by these secure copro-

cessors to avoid the leakage of sensitive data. These techniques implicitly assume that the

processor performs noncryptographic operations correctly. Verification and validation of

the processor remains a challenge, as in the case of the secure processor-based techniques.

The limitations of these two existing classes of techniques motivate the need for a new

approach. This new approach must also recognize that any computing device will contain

untrusted and unverified components. At the same time, security in this approach must

be founded on a simple, easily verifiable component. However, unlike current approaches,

this component must also ensure that complex components such as the processor, which are

responsible for computations in the device are working correctly. The approach should be

insensitive to whether the remaining system components are compromised during design,

fabrication, or deployment. This dissertation presents just such an approach.

1.1 Dissertation Contributions

This dissertation presents CAVO (Containment Architecture with Verified Output)—an ap-

proach that recognizes both the need for a secure system and the limitations of existing tools

and techniques to secure complex hardware components. Rather than trying to secure each

component in a complex system, CAVO focuses on isolation of the effects of malicious

behavior by untrusted system components before the external manifestation of any such

effects. The key to CAVO lies in a physical gap between the system and its external inter-
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faces through which all external communication passes, thus enabling the containment of

erroneous and malicious behavior by untrusted system components.

The Sentry in CAVO is the only bridge that spans the physical gap between the system

and its external interfaces. The untrusted system must prove to the Sentry that any data

sent externally by the device is the result of correct execution of trusted software. While

untrusted components within the system could gain access to and manipulate user data,

the Sentry guarantees that output resulting only from operations verified as correct can

be communicated externally by the system. Thus, malicious effects of untrusted system

components are contained within the untrusted system itself. Focusing on containment ne-

cessitates placing the Sentry on the I/O path, which allows it to be separately manufactured,

independently verified, and installed in systems at the time of deployment. The Sentry’s

simplicity also makes it more tractable for suppliers and consumers to take additional mea-

sures to secure it using approaches such as formal verification, supervised manufacture,

and supply chain diversification. An inexpensive and simple design may even allow the

Sentry to be manufactured at a trusted fabrication plant, potentially using technology a few

generations old.

To establish the feasibility of the CAVO model, this dissertation also presents the first

prototype design of a CAVO system named TrustGuard (Figure 1.1). A TrustGuard system

is comprised of the Sentry; a unicore, superscalar processor modified to interact with the

Sentry; and the Sentry’s interface to the rest the system. The Sentry verifies all attempts

to send out information through the system’s external interfaces by checking the follow-

ing: execution of only those instructions that are a part of signed programs, correctness

of execution of those instructions with respect to the specifications of the instruction set

architecture (ISA), and external communication of data that originate only from the afore-

mentioned correct execution. The challenge then is to ensure that the TrustGuard system

has minimal performance decline, despite restrictions such as high communication latency

and limited available bandwidth between the processor and the Sentry.
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Figure 1.1: The TrustGuard architecture, where the trusted Sentry offers containment of un-
trusted system components by only allowing external communication of results of correct
execution of signed software.

To address this challenge, the Sentry in TrustGuard leverages execution information

sent by the untrusted processor to reduce the Sentry’s complexity and performance re-

quirements. In particular, it utilizes a speculative assumption that the processor executes

instructions correctly and reports the corresponding execution information correctly. This

speculative assumption allows the Sentry to efficiently check the correctness of instructions

in parallel, regardless of the dependences between them. Furthermore, using the execution

information allows the checking functionality of the Sentry to be decoupled from execution

by the processor. Consequently, the processor can run nearly unhindered and experience

minimal performance decline. In fact, the TrustGuard design even enables the Sentry to

operate at clock frequencies much lower than the frequency of the untrusted processor.

In summary, the contributions of this dissertation are:

• The CAVO model:

– An architecture where a simple, pluggable hardware element called the Sentry

provides a foundation upon which to establish trust in the rest of the system;

– A characterization of the security assurances provided by CAVO.
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• TrustGuard, the first design of a CAVO, where:

– The Sentry allows external communication that results from only the correct

execution of signed software.

– TrustGuard comprises of the Sentry, a modified conventional processor, and the

Sentry’s interface to the rest of the system. This design pushes much of the

complexity required for verification of system output into the untrusted proces-

sor, thereby keeping the Sentry’s design simple.

– TrustGuard leverages execution information sent to the Sentry by the processor

and decouples execution by the processor from checking by the Sentry. This

minimizes the performance decline due to the introduction of the Sentry.

– A basic FPGA prototype to validate TrustGuard functionality; and

– A detailed simulation of TrustGuard, with a focus on its performance relative

to an unprotected superscalar processor-based system.

1.2 Dissertation Organization

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses background infor-

mation that motivates the Containment Architecture with Verified Output model presented

in this dissertation. Chapter 3 establishes the threat model for CAVO and the general char-

acteristics of the CAVO model. Chapter 4 presents TrustGuard—the first design and im-

plementation of a CAVO system. Chapter 5 presents a security analysis for the resulting

system. Chapter 6 demonstrates the performance of a TrustGuard system using simulation

results, with a focus on the Sentry’s effect on the performance of the untrusted processor.

Chapter 7 discusses the simplicity of the Sentry relative to the design of an out-of-order

processor. Chapter 8 discusses some other related work. Finally, Chapter 9 presents the

conclusions and discusses directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Background and Motivation

Building trustworthy systems requires secure software that runs on secure hardware. Sig-

nificant research has been done on securing the software stack [12, 13, 77, 84, 95]. How-

ever, secure software is only as trustworthy as the underlying hardware; compromised hard-

ware may make the protections provided by software security mechanisms meaningless. A

number of existing proposals attempt to establish the trustworthiness of complex comput-

ing systems. Each of these proposals contain some desirable properties for providing the

basis of trust in a complex system. This section first discusses the various sources of vul-

nerabilities for building trustworthy systems, followed by a discussion of the limitations of

existing proposals in accomplishing the same.

2.1 Trusted Hardware Elements

One approach for building trustworthy systems recognizes that not all hardware can be

made secure. Instead, it relies on one or more hardware components that can act as the

foundation of trust in the system. Table 2.1 compares some of the features of proposed

techniques that fall into this category.

Many researchers have proposed designs for secure processors [37, 42, 86, 110, 119]

to prevent hardware attacks. These solutions typically use memory encryption and authen-
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Secure Processors Security Co-Processors
AEGIS Bastion Raksha LBA Secure TPM
[119] [37] [48] [41] Enclave [4] [101]

Trusted Hardware Processor Processor All All Secure TPM
Chip Chip Enclave Chip

Independent Sourcing No No No No No Yes
of Security Features
Protection Against Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Physical Attacks
Requires Programmer Yes No No No Yes Yes
Intervention

Table 2.1: Comparison of existing proposals that use trusted hardware elements.

tication to protect data that leaves the processor chip. The two primary objectives for these

proposals are to protect processors from physical attacks and to provide a secure execution

environment for software running on the system. The AEGIS secure processor [119], in

particular, presents techniques for control-flow protection and prevention of memory tam-

pering. It also includes an optional secure OS for interfacing with the secure hardware.

The cached hash tree based memory protection scheme proposed by AEGIS has formed

the basis of many other architectural proposals that seek to protect the integrity of data in

memory.

While secure processor designs protect against a broad class of physical and software

attacks, their threat models do not acknowledge the difficulty of securing entire processor

designs. While securing processors is indeed easier than securing all of hardware, modern

processor designs are too complex to be reliably verified [33, 90, 82]. Secure processor

proposals typically require extensive changes to existing processor designs, thus diminish-

ing the potential for their adoption. Adding security features to processors increases the

complexity of their designs and makes them even more difficult to verify. Additionally,

the manufacturing process for the trusted processors is itself assumed to be secure—an

assumption that can be violated if adversaries manage to mount various attacks on the in-

tegrated circuit (IC) supply chain, as described in Section 2.2.1. Thus, the system could be

left reliant on untrustworthy computation and potentially corrupted security features.
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A second approach for trusted hardware is the introduction of secure coprocessing ele-

ments, such as the Secure Enclave on Apple’s mobile devices [4], IBM 4758 [52], and TPM

chips [11, 101]. These coprocessing elements push security-critical features (e.g. random

number generation, encryption/decryption, boot processor authentication, etc.) into a sep-

arate hardware module that can be more easily verified and implemented. In the case of

TPM, the security-critical module is a separate chip, which may be manufactured indepen-

dently of processor and the rest of the system. The simpler design and separate manufac-

turing allow these chips to be more easily protected against IC supply chain attacks.

However, these secure coprocessor approaches do not go far enough in terms of the

protections they provide. For example, attestation of the platform by TPM chips involves

verifying the identity of the other system components. A verified identity is considered suf-

ficient for trust regardless of whether those components actually work correctly or not. The

onus is on the programmer to correctly use the cryptographic primitives offered by these

secure coprocessors to avoid the leakage of sensitive data. Additionally, noncryptographic

computations are still performed by the processor; verification of the processor remains a

challenge. Consequently, there needs to be a way to verify that other system components

such as the processor, yield correct results of computations.

The category of secure coprocessor also includes instruction granularity monitoring

coprocessors such as FlexCore [50], Raksha [48] and log-based lifeguard architectures

(LBA) [39, 41, 40]. These techniques utilize additional hardware to monitor software exe-

cution and detect software vulnerabilities, resulting from events such as use of unallocated

memory, use of uninitialized values, illegal memory overwrites, and data races.

However, these techniques all assume that the hardware is faithfully designed and man-

ufactured. They also trust the processor to configure the monitoring hardware correctly or

trust that the information flow through the hardware is correct. Consequently, these solu-

tions are still susceptible to the supply chain attacks that compromise the processor’s func-

tionality (for example, the multiplier bug resulting in the leakage of RSA private keys [27]).
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2.2 Chip Integrity Verification

The nature and complexity of the hardware manufacturing process poses a significant chal-

lenge to the security of modern computing systems, including those described in the pre-

vious section. Due to the complexity of hardware designs, architects and manufacturers

have limited confidence in their verification processes to ensure systems have not been ma-

liciously altered [33, 68, 72, 82]. Possible attacks on the IC supply chain include malicious

modifications of ICs, copying of ICs to produce cloned devices, or thefts of intellectual

property.

2.2.1 IC Supply Chain Attacks

Specs Code Design Fabrication Test

HDL
Libs

IP
Cores

Tools Std
Cells

Figure 2.1: Various phases in the Integrated Circuit (IC) Supply Chain [49].

Figure 2.1 shows the various phases involved in the manufacturing of an IC [49]. For

economic reasons, these phases may involve a number of different parties operating in

different parts of the globe, each carrying different levels of trust.

The IC design phase comprises all code and inputs to tools to generate specifications

for fabrication by the foundry. Some design processes can be closely observed and au-

dited, thereby establishing trust in them. However, other elements of the design such as

third-party intellectual property (IP) components are often opaque to the designers and

consumers who use them. Due to this lack of verifiability and trust in various design com-

ponents, this phase can be susceptible to attacks, including ones where hardware Trojans

are inserted surreptitously into the chip design by a rogue designer.

A similar lack of verifiability and trust also plagues the fabrication phase of the IC

supply chain. Closely controlling the fabrication process is impossible for most chip man-
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ufacturers, who still design and sell chips but outsource fabrication to overseas foundries

for economic reasons. As the chip designer and the foundry are separate entities, it gives

rise to the possibility of the foundry mounting a hardware Trojan attack by incorporating

malicious components into the chip [7, 26, 123].

During the testing phase, each IC is checked for manufacturing faults based on the

specifications of known designs. However, it may be extremely hard to detect Trojans

during validation as they may lie dormant during testing with random or functional stim-

uli [132, 123]. For instance, Biham et al. have demonstrated a devastating attack on the

RSA cryptosystem that relies on a multiplier computing the wrong product for a single pair

of 64-bit integers. If such a pair of numbers is known, it is possible to break any key used

in any RSA-based software on that device using a single chosen message [27]. Obviously,

it is impossible to exhaustively test multipliers for this bug.

Instead, some manufacturers use simulation-based tests to validate their chips. How-

ever, the test space for chips could be prohibitively huge, especially for complex chips such

as processors. Consequently, designers often rely on pseudorandom test-case generation to

cover the test space, thus leaving a big gap between the generated test space and the actual

one [8, 30, 144].

2.2.2 Defenses against IC Supply Chain Attacks

Various defenses have been proposed against hardware Trojans, each targeting Trojans in-

serted at different stages of the design—specification, register-transfer level (RTL) design,

IP integration, physical design, and fabrication. These defenses include post-fabrication

detection [34, 142, 22, 68, 78, 139, 7], run-time monitoring [132], and design-time deter-

rence [112, 67, 35, 133, 148, 117]. Table 2.2 compares some of the characteristics of these

defenses.

To a large extent, Trojan detection involves an arms race between attackers and chip

designers—even while designers update their security measures to protect systems from
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known Trojans, attackers introduce more advanced Trojan designs to avoid the latest de-

tection techniques. For instance, Hicks et al. formulated the hardware Trojan detection

problem as one of unused circuit identification [63]. Soon after, researchers presented

techniques to automatically construct hardware Trojans that evaded the UCI detection al-

gorithm [117, 147].

Each of these techniques offers some assurance against certain misbehaviors or defects

but are typically not comprehensive. For instance, post-fabrication detection techniques

that rely on logic testing using likely Trojan triggers cannot detect backdoors designed to

stay dormant during post-fabrication testing [123, 132]. Some of these techniques may

also have high runtime cost [132]. Often, these techniques are statistical and have both

false negatives and false positives.

Thus, techniques for ensuring that design and fabrication of chips faithfully implement

the specifications are incomplete. Furthermore, the capabilities of post-fabrication tech-

niques have only been on small circuits; their ability to detect Trojan circuits reliably in

large chips remains a question. Even if it were possible to detect Trojan circuits reliably,

it is expensive to test chips in large enough numbers for statistical significance. It is also

expensive and difficult to produce “golden chips” against which manufactured chips can be

tested.

An alternate approach detects hardware Trojans inserted in third-party intellectual prop-

erty (IP) using a proof-carrying code framework [88]. In this method, a set of security-

related properties is formulated, and a formal proof of these properties is created by the

designer. The user of the IP carries out the validation of the security-related properties to

ensure that no HDL code was modified.

A similar approach is taken by Zebra—a verifiable outsourcing scheme based on the

CMT [124] and Allspice [128] interactive proof protocols. Zebra tries to verify correct

execution of an untrusted hardware component using a trusted ASIC [129]. The focus for

Zebra is on untrusted foundries that may introduce Trojans into the chip during fabrication.
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This approach has several advantages, including the absence of false negatives and false

positives that plague statistical Trojan detection schemes. However, the technique incurs

high overheads compared to untrusted computations and has limited applicability. More

generic protocols [31, 99, 24, 130] can handle a bigger class of applications. However,

they cannot be easily designed on hardware and incur even more massive runtime overheads

(105x–107x).

Considering the limitations of existing techniques in detecting backdoors inserted in

complex hardware components, it is reasonable to assume the presence of untrusted hard-

ware in the system. The challenge then is to guarantee a secure execution environment for

the system and detect the effects of Trojan activation at runtime.

2.3 Trustworthy Systems based on Redundancy

The traditional approach for building trustworthy systems from untrustworthy components

is based on redundant execution [21, 23]. In this approach, computations may be redun-

dantly performed on several untrustworthy components and majority voting can be used to

detect erroneous behavior. Design and manufacturing diversity of replicated components

makes it less likely for a hardware bug or backdoor to escape detection. For instance, the

system could use chips fabricated in two different foundries, thus reducing the probability

that a hardware Trojan was inserted into the chip during fabrication. However, in general,

the cost of replicating every single component of a system may be quite high, making it

attractive only for high-assurance and high-security applications like airplanes and defense

systems.

The redundant execution approach has also been used for hardware Trojan detection.

SHADE [29] is a hardware-software approach that uses multiple ICs as guards in a single

board to prevent data exfiltration and detect denial-of-service attacks. Due to the assump-

tion that at least two ICs come from different foundries, malicious circuitry would not col-
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lude between two or more ICs. The SHADE architecture is aimed at detecting the actions

of hardware Trojans that are not detected through to the deployment of the system. Con-

sequently, it is complementary and compatible with the design-time and fabrication-time

techniques for hardware Trojan detection detected in Section 2.2.2.

The redundancy in SHADE lies in the two guards that are used for double encryption

of off-chip data by the processor. While this protects against unauthorized data leakage, it

does not address cases where wrong execution by the processor leads to compromise (as in

the case of the multiplier bug leading to leakage of RSA private keys [27]). Furthermore,

SHADE puts the dual encryption on the critical path to/from memory. This may result in

significant slowdown in the processor’s performance.

Other techniques use redundant execution on multiple processing elements to detect the

presence of hardware Trojans. McIntyre et al. [91] spawn functionally equivalent but vari-

ant software processes on multiple identical processing elements, dynamically adjusting

the trust in an individual processing element depending on compared outputs. However,

the effectiveness of this technique relies on efficient generation of variants. The identical

processing elements in this technique are all designed and fabricated together, so they may

each have the same vulnerability. Another technique, SAFER PATH [23] uses a custom-

designed processor, which replicates processing elements and uses redundant execution to

detect the effects of hardware Trojans. However, this would require a complete redesign

of the processor. Furthermore, both these techniques only protect the processor and ignore

the trustworthiness of other system components such as memory.

The redundant execution approach has also been used to build systems resilient to tran-

sient faults [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 38, 57, 92, 94, 98, 107, 108, 111, 113, 114, 121, 138, 134,

136, 149, 150]. One such system, DIVA [18] showed that it is possible to build a simple,

redundant checker to detect errors in a processor’s functional units and its communication

channels with the register file and data cache. While the introduction of a simple checker

presents a promising approach, DIVA was not designed for and is not trivially extended
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to security. Architecturally, DIVA’s checker is embedded in the processor’s commit path

and thus both the checker and microprocessor must be manufactured jointly using the same

technology. From a security perspective, this makes the checker vulnerable to malicious

changes during the processor’s manufacturing. However, simply moving DIVA off-chip

is not a straightforward process, as there are many issues to consider including separation

from the commit path and a potentially infeasible off-chip bandwidth required between the

processor and checker.

Additionally, DIVA does not provide any protections for memory and register files.

It instead relies on ECC to detect any transient faults that may occur in these modules.

This is obviously insufficient for security, as any malicious component, could change the

contents of registers or memory, including both data and instructions. Finally, DIVA trusts

the processor to correctly communicate trace information to the checker. Consequently, the

checker cannot tell if the instruction execution stream it receives is maliciously modified,

for example by insertion of new instructions, the modification of instructions, or deviance

in control flow.

2.4 Motivating CAVO

The survey of prior work uncovers several key insights that motivate the Containment Ar-

chitecture with Verified Output (CAVO) approach presented in this dissertation.

Secure processors show how to use cryptographic primitives to ensure secure execution

in the presence of untrusted off-chip components such as memory. Many of these security

primitives can be moved to a separate coprocessor, with a defined interface to the applica-

tion processor. This allows for a clean design where security features can be abstracted out

and more easily verified and validated. In the case of TPM chips, the security chips could

be independently manufactured, using processes that are more closely monitored and con-

trolled, leading to a higher level of trust in these chips. The insight that a simple, separately
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manufactured component with an open design can be verified and form the basis of trust in

a complex system is one of the primary motivators for the CAVO approach.

CAVO focuses on containment of a system by requiring that all communication from

the system be approved by a simple, pluggable Sentry. The Sentry in CAVO is the only

bridge that spans the physical gap between the system and its external interfaces. The Sen-

try’s simplicity and pluggability makes it more tractable for suppliers and consumers to take

additional measures to secure it using approaches such as formal verification, supervised

manufacture at older but more secure foundries, and supply chain diversification. While

containment by the Sentry does not provide some security guarantees (for e.g. availabil-

ity), it assures users that any output of the system is the result of correct execution. Thus,

a system protected by CAVO provides a root of trust, in that no data can escape the system

unauthorized, even in the face of malicious or corrupted components within the system.

Functionally, the CAVO Sentry draws inspiration from redundancy-based security tech-

niques that demonstrate how to detect the effects of maliciously modified hardware by

leveraging diversity of system components. This is particularly necessary as an added de-

fense because techniques to detect hardware Trojans prior to and after fabrication are either

not complete and/or not applicable to complex circuit designs.

The CAVO Sentry reduces the cost of replicating every single component for redundant

execution by leveraging the work done by untrusted system components. For instance,

a modern out-of-order processor has a number of components such as branch predictors,

dependence predictors, reorder buffers, multiple levels of caches, etc. to improve the per-

formance of executed programs. The Sentry can utilize the information gleaned from many

of these components to enable efficient redundant checking of the processor’s execution,

without having to rely on the correctness of the said information. The next chapter de-

scribes the CAVO approach in detail, including the threat model targeted by this work and

the general characteristics of the CAVO Sentry.
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Chapter 3

CAVO: Containment Architecture with

Verified Output

The goal of CAVO is to serve as a foundation of trust upon which trustworthy systems

can be built by assuring users that all external communication is verified before leaving

the system. A manifestation of CAVO, such as in Figure 3.1, consists of a physical gap

between the system and its external interfaces through which all external communication

must pass. This physical gap allows containment of any information emanating from the

untrusted system.

The physical gap is bridged by a Sentry that assures users of the correctness of output

by verifying that all output from the system is the result of correct execution of a trusted

program. The choice of different mechanisms for trusting programs depends on a particular

implementation of CAVO. For instance, an implementation may choose to trust programs

through signatures on the program binary from a trusted source (Chapter 4), similar to the

App Store model [4]. An alternate implementation may require proof carrying codes to be

furnished for the program binary [96].

An implementation of CAVO should define correctness of output with respect to some

interface between the trusted program and the system, such as an instruction set architecture
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Figure 3.1: The CAVO Model

(ISA) or program specification. CAVO is similar to a whitelisting approach, where com-

munication is only restricted to results of correct execution, as defined by this aforemen-

tioned chosen interface. This approach makes CAVO more robust in isolating the effects of

malicious components, compared to techniques that rely on identifying specific malicious

behaviors or use statistical analysis to identify malicious behaviors with high probability.

Additionally, when the chosen interface is stable over time (for instance, in the case of an

ISA), the CAVO approach can work well even in presence of new classes of backdoors. By

preventing the external communication of incorrect or unapproved results, CAVO isolates

the effects of faulty or malicious components to within the system.

The whitelisting approach used by CAVO also makes it more insensitive to where a

vulnerability exists in the system components. As described in Section 2.2, backdoors

could be inserted at any stage of the hardware manufacturing process. Different techniques

detect the effects of backdoors in design, fabrication, and testing phases. However, the

coverage for backdoors is typically not complete. Similar to the approach in SHADE [29],

CAVO can detect the actions of Trojan ciruits that survive detection through to the deploy-

ment of the system. Consequently, it is complementary and compatible with the various
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pre-deployment backdoor detection techniques discussed in Section 2.2.

The design of a CAVO Sentry should be simple to facilitate its trustworthiness through

all stages of its creation, from design to manufacturing to deployment. Ideally, the design

of the Sentry should be comparable to hardware designs that have been formally veri-

fied [90, 116]. Additionally, the Sentry should also be pluggable so that it can be sourced

independently and manufactured at trusted, closely controlled fabrication plants, possibly

using generations old technology.

To keep the Sentry simple and pluggable, additional functionality is added to the un-

trusted system. The additional functionality provides the Sentry with sufficient information

to reduce the difficulty in performing checks regarding the correctness of output. For ex-

ample, an implementation of CAVO may require processor modifications in order to send

execution trace information, or utilize a custom software toolchain to insert instrumenta-

tion that communicates with the Sentry. Such information is validated before being relied

upon1 and thus, does not compromise the security of CAVO.

3.1 Threat Model

Hardware. CAVO considers all hardware components in the system other than the Sentry–

including processor, memory, and peripherals–vulnerable to compromise. These vulnera-

bilities may arise as a result of unreliability, flaws in design, or malicious logic inserted

during design or chip fabrication phases. CAVO requires that there are no communication

channels out of the system other than through the Sentry.

Software. Untrusted programs are allowed to execute on the processor; however, the Sen-

try will prevent results from their execution, including malicious interference with trusted

programs, from being communicated externally. The mechanism for how trust is estab-

lished in software depends on a particular implementation of CAVO. For instance, in the

1but may be used speculatively while keeping security assurances intact
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implementation presented in Chapter 4, it is assumed that trusted software is signed by a

trusted authority.

Users. Adversaries are assumed to not have physical access to the Sentry nor the physical

gap.

Covert Channels. CAVO addresses only explicit leakage via malicious or buggy hard-

ware. It does not protect against information leaked via covert channels.

Adversaries. The adversary in the case of CAVO could be any entity that has compro-

mised the working of the untrusted hardware components prior to the deployment of the

system. This entity could be a rogue system designer, who has inserted backdoors into the

RTL design. Or it could be a malicious foundry, which includes malware within the fabri-

cated chip. The hardware threat model depends on two key assumptions holding true: (1)

The system board is constructed in a trusted location to eliminate the possibility of channels

on the board bypassing the physical gap. (2) The Sentry itself is manufactured at a trusted

fabrication facility, separate from the processor and other system components.

3.2 Example Threats

CAVO protects against incorrect program output caused by the following example threats:

• Backdoors inserted in the untrusted processor during design or fabrication that write

data to a peripheral without authorization;

• Malicious changes or inadvertent bugs in the processor that lead to incorrect execu-

tion of one of more instructions, weakening encryption or changing information sent

to peripherals [27];

• Untrusted components such as memory and/or on-chip networks that manipulate

data, weakening encryption or changing information sent to peripherals; and
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• Insecure software that execute on the system and communicate sensitive data to the

peripherals.

CAVO does not address threats such as:

• Information leaked via side channels (e.g. encoding of sensitive information in an

energy usage pattern, long duration timing encodings, implicit information leaked by

failures);

• Attacks on availability. For instance, it is possible for the adversary to mount an

attack that causes communications from the system to cease.
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Chapter 4

The TRUSTGUARD Architecture

To establish the feasibility of CAVO, this dissertation presents a prototype design named

TrustGuard. In TrustGuard, the Sentry verifies the correctness of all attempts to send out

information through the system’s external interfaces by checking the following: execution

of only those instructions that are a part of signed programs, correctness of execution of the

aforementioned instructions, and external communication of data that originate only from

such checked execution. TrustGuard checks the correctness of a program with respect to the

specifications of the instruction set architecture (ISA). For simplicity, TrustGuard supports

a system with a single-core processor and a trusted provider of signed software, including

the OS. TrustGuard assumes that signed programs are nonmalicious, similar to the software

threat model for AEGIS [119]. Additionally, TrustGuard requires that all I/O is executed

through explicit I/O instructions.

Figure 4.1 shows the high-level design of the TrustGuard architecture, which allows

output only from the correct execution of signed software. The processor sends an execu-

tion trace of its committed instructions to the Sentry. The Redundant Instruction Checking

Unit (RICU) in the Sentry re-executes instructions sent by the processor using its own

functional units to verify that the results produced by the processor were correct. This in-

cludes all arithmetic, control, and memory instructions (Sections 4.1 and 4.2). To check
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Figure 4.1: TrustGuard Architecture
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the execution of memory instructions without having to duplicate memory, TrustGuard

uses a cryptographic scheme based on message authentication codes (MACs) and a Bonsai

Merkle tree (Section 4.3). Finally, output operations are only performed when the matching

instruction for that output operation has been verified (Section 4.5). If an error is detected,

the Sentry alerts the user and prevents any external communication by instructions that

depend directly or transitively on the errant instruction.

This model of utilizing information from the processor in the Sentry presents both a

security and an architectural challenge. The security challenge is to ensure that the Sentry

catches any malicious communication of execution information by the processor. This is

accomplished by keeping minimal architectural state in the Sentry to verify the correctness

of both execution and communication by the processor.

Meanwhile, TrustGuard requires modifying the processor to communicate with the

Sentry, as described in Section 4.6. The extra latency and the limited bandwidth of commu-

nication between the processor and the Sentry may have significant adverse impact on the

performance of the system. The architectural challenge then is to introduce these changes to

the processor and the additional Sentry while incurring minimal adverse effects on perfor-

mance. TrustGuard addresses this challenge by enabling high throughput checking in the

Sentry through dependence-free checking of instruction execution (Sections 4.1 and 4.2).

Additionally, TrustGuard uses link compression to reduce the bandwidth requirements for

the Sentry-processor communication (Section 4.4).

It is important to note that in this model, “redundant execution” by the Sentry is differ-

ent from “execution” by the processor. As shown in Figure 4.1, execution by a processor

involves multiple stages such as fetch, decode, “functional unit execution,” memory access,

and writeback. Additionally, for modern out-of-order processors, execution also includes

some combination of dependence speculation, branch prediction, register renaming, re-

order buffers, multiple levels of caches, instruction queues, instruction dispatch, load/store

queues, inter-stage forwarding, and memory control (as shown in Figure 4.1.)
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By contrast, the Sentry’s RICU primarily does “enhanced functional unit execution”,

where it relies on the processor to direct its work and manage its state. Requiring the

untrusted processor to send execution information to the Sentry adds extra logic to the pro-

cessor, which may increase its complexity. However, this design decision reduces the com-

plexity of the Sentry. This redundant execution model is similar to DIVA, which showed

how to verify a processor’s full execution using a simple, on-chip checker that only per-

forms enhanced functional unit execution [18]. It is also important to note that this model

of redundant execution does not impact the security guarantees provided by TrustGuard,

as the Sentry does not trust execution information provided by the untrusted processor and

detects effects that are the result of unreported or misreported instruction execution.

4.1 High-Throughput Checking of Instruction Execution

The untrusted processor in TrustGuard sends trace execution information to the Sentry,

allowing for the Sentry to check that anything to be communicated externally resulted from

correct execution of signed software. Instructions to be verified are sent by the untrusted

processor, as part of the trace execution information, to the Sentry’s instruction cache, using

the mechanism described in Section 4.3. Correctness of instruction execution is checked

by the Sentry’s Redundant Instruction Checking Unit (RICU), as seen in Figure 4.1.

An RICU consists of four stages: Instruction Read (IR), Operand Routing (OR), Value

Generation (VG), and Checking (CH). The IR stage retrieves the next instructions to be

checked from the Sentry’s instruction cache. The OR stage determines the operands to be

used for redundant execution of these instructions. The VG stage redundantly executes

these instructions using the Sentry’s functional units. The CH stage compares the results

generated by the Sentry against the results sent by the processor as part of the trace execu-

tion information. Thus, the Sentry can determine if the processor was reporting the correct

value. Checking the processor’s execution stream using redundant execution enables Trust-
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Guard to detect errors (malicious or otherwise) in the processor’s execution.

For instance, consider the trace snippet from 456.hmmer shown in Figure 4.2(a). Fig-

ure 4.2(b) shows the dependences between the instructions in the trace. The most naı̈ve

design for the Sentry would check instructions one after another in program order. Assum-

ing that each stage of the RICU takes one clock cycle to complete, this would require 4

clock cycles to check every instruction, resulting in a checking schedule lasting 40 clock

cycles for the 10-instruction sequence in Figure 4.2(a).

1 : r1  = r1 & 0xFF

2 : r1  = r1 | (r1 << 0x8)

3 : r1  = r1 | (r1 << 0x10)

4 : r12 = r1 << 0x2

5 : r2  = r2 - 0x8

6 : r34 = r3 + 0x4

7 : Mem[r34]     = r1

8 : Mem[r32+0x4] = r1

9 : r3  = r3 + 0x8

10: r1  = Mem[r3]

1

2

3

4

5 6

9

10
78

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Trace snippet from 456.hmmer. (a) Instructions in the trace. (b) Dependences
between instructions in the trace.

One option to improve the throughput of checking is to pipeline the RICU stages and

to check the correctness of instructions in program order. Such a design could utilize value

forwarding, as is the case for many pipelined designs. The checking schedule for this

Sentry is shown in Figure 4.3, where the 10-instruction cycle takes a total of 13 clock

cycles. One advantage of this design is that it is similar in complexity to various inorder

pipelined processor designs that have been formally verified previously [90, 116].

However, there are several disadvantages to using such a pipelined design for the RICU.

Most modern processors have complex out-of-order engines designed to extract instruction-

level parallelism from executed code in order to achieve superscalar performance (IPC or

Instructions Per Cycle greater than 1). However, the pipelined design for the Sentry can

only check a maximum of 1 instruction per cycle. Additionally, this pipelined design does
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not take into account additional latencies introduced when memory instructions are re-

executed. Thus, the real throughput of redundant execution by such a pipelined RICU will

be much lower than 1 instruction per cycle.

One option to improve the throughput of checking is for the RICU in the Sentry to

support checking of multiple instructions in parallel. Consider a Sentry that can check

up to four instructions in parallel—such a Sentry has four instances of each RICU stage

(for e.g. VGA, VGB, VGC, and VGD). The checking schedule for this Sentry is shown in

Figure 4.4.

Sentry Clock cycles

Inst 1

Inst 2

Inst 3

Inst 4

Inst 5

Inst 6

Inst 7

Inst 8

Inst 9

Inst 10

IRA  ORA VGA CHA
IRA  ORA VGA CHA

1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9    10   11    12   13 

IRA  ORA VGA CHA
IRA  ORA VGA CHA

IRA  ORA VGA CHA
IRA  ORA VGA CHA

IRA  ORA VGA CHA
IRA  ORA VGA CHA

IRA  ORA VGA CHA
IRA  ORA VGA CHA

Figure 4.3: Schedule for instruction checking when the Sentry RICU has a simple pipelined
design with value forwarding.

Sentry Clock cycles

Inst 1

Inst 2

Inst 3

Inst 4

Inst 5

Inst 6

Inst 7

Inst 8

Inst 9

Inst 10

IRA ORA VGA CHA
IRA ORA VGA CHA

IRA ORA VGA CHA
IRA ORA VGA CHA

IRB ORB VGB CHB

IRB ORB VGB CHB

IRC ORC VGC CHC

IRC ORC VGC CHC
IRB ORB VGB CHB

IRA ORA VGA CHA

1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8 

Figure 4.4: Checking schedule with 4-wide RICU for trace snippet in Figure 4.2(a).
Pipelining and value forwarding augmented with out-of-order checking improves through-
put compared to Figure 4.3, but dependences between instructions are still respected during
checking.
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As can be seen in the schedule, the Sentry must respect dependences between instruc-

tions during re-execution; this limits the throughput of checking. For example, instruction

2 in Figure 4.3 must wait for the result of instruction 1 to be available before starting its

checking. (The operand r1 of instruction 2 is dependent on the result r1 of instruction

1.) Moreover, it may appear that the Sentry cannot start checking the dependent instruction

until the instruction on which it depends is checked and found correct. For such a case,

the checking of instructions in a dependence chain (instructions 1–4 in the example) would

get serialized. Any parallelism to improve the utilization of the available resources in the

RICU would have to come from looking at a larger instruction window and identifying

instructions that do not have any dependences left to be satisfied. Instruction 5 and 6 in the

example satisfy this requirement and thus, the Sentry may start checking them in parallel

with instruction 1.

However, identifying instructions that can be checked in parallel in this way would

require various components of out-of-order engines to be added to the Sentry . These com-

ponents include a separate instruction queue, register dependence unit, register renaming

unit, a large physical register file to store values generated during re-execution, reorder

buffers, instruction dispatch unit, etc. The addition of these components would make the

design of the Sentry comparable in complexity to that of the untrusted processor in the sys-

tem. Even with these components, the throughput of checking is limited by the available

instruction-level parallelism in the program being executed. As shown in Figure 4.4, this

method of redundant execution takes a total of 8 clock cycles on the Sentry. Moreover, the

checking throughput only peaks at three instructions in a cycle, leaving the fourth set of

RICU components (IRA, ORA, VGA, and CHA) unutilized.

TrustGuard aims to further improve the throughput of checking by the Sentry, without

requiring complex out-of-order components in the Sentry’s design. To accomplish this,

TrustGuard uses a form of speculation. Speculating that the processor executed instructions

and reported results in the sent trace correctly allows the Sentry to utilize the sent trace
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execution information during re-execution. Leveraging this sent information enables the

Sentry RICU to re-execute instructions regardless of the dependences between them. This

enables embarrassingly parallel checking of instructions, as demonstrated by the 6-cycle

checking schedule shown in Figure 4.5.

Sentry Clock cycles

Inst 1

Inst 2

Inst 3

Inst 4

Inst 5

Inst 6

Inst 7

Inst 8

Inst 9

Inst 10

IRA ORA VGA CHA
IRB ORB VGB CHB
IRC ORC VGC CHC
IRD ORD VGD CHD

IRA ORA VGA CHA

IRA ORA VGA CHA

IRD ORD VGD CHD

IRB ORB VGB CHB
IRC ORC VGC CHC

IRB ORB VGB CHB

1     2     3     4     5     6   

Figure 4.5: Dependence-free parallel checking schedule for checking snippet from Fig-
ure 4.2(a), when results reported by the untrusted processor are used to break dependences
during checking.

As seen in the figure, the Sentry can begin checking correctness of instructions 2, 3,

and 4 in the same clock cycle as instruction 1, despite the dependence chain between these

instructions shown in Figure 4.2(b). This is because the Sentry can speculate that the result

of instruction 1 reported by the processor was correct and use that information to check

instruction 2. The Sentry can then check in the CHA stage if the speculative assumption

held true. Misspeculation in this case means detecting malicious behavior or otherwise

incorrect execution by the processor, either in executing the instructions or sending its

results.

The validity of this speculation depends on satisfying the following commit order re-

quirement. Consider two instructions i1 and i2 that enter the RICU at clock cycles s1 and

s2 and finish re-execution at clock cycles t1 and t2. If the untrusted processor commits the

i1 earlier than i2, then the following condition must hold in the Sentry: s1 ≤ s2 and t1 ≤ t2.

In the example from Figure 4.2(a), instruction 7 occurs after instruction 6 in the commit
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order of the processor. Therefore, instruction 7 cannot enter the IRC stage until the second

clock cycle, which is when instruction 6 enters the IRB stage. Also, instruction 7 cannot be

deemed correct by CHC until the fifth clock cycle, which is when CHB deems the execution

of instruction 6 correct.

The utilization of trace execution information to enable embarrassingly parallel check-

ing of instructions leads to the question of what comprises the trace sent by the processor.

The choice of what the trace consists of, affects the simplicity of the Sentry’s design, the

efficiency of checking (in turn, affecting the performance of the system), and off-chip band-

width requirements. For instance, the processor could send the committed instructions, all

their operands and the results of their execution to enable parallel checking. With this infor-

mation, the Sentry could re-execute instructions with the reported operands. Thus, each in-

struction could be redundantly executed in parallel, regardless of the dependences between

them. The CH stage would then assume responsibility for checking that each operand

was correctly reported by the processor. However, this scheme requires prohibitively high

bandwidth on the channel between the processor and the Sentry.

TrustGuard addresses this problem by recognizing that the results of committed in-

structions represent the minimal amount of information necessary for embarrassingly par-

allel checking of all executed nonmemory instructions, regardless of dependences between

them. Relying on a trace of committed instructions presents an additional advantage. An

out-of-order processor often does a lot of work, which does not get reflected in the pro-

cessor’s architectural state due to mispredictions, squashing, etc. By focusing only on

committed instructions, the Sentry only needs to re-execute those operations that lead to a

change in the processor’s architectural state.

Finally, memory instructions pose an interesting challenge to the redundant execution

model because of the additional latency incurred in redundant memory accesses. Instead

of requiring the Sentry to interface with replicated memory, TrustGuard uses a separate

MAC-based memory integrity scheme to check the execution of memory instructions; this
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scheme is described in Section 4.3. Meanwhile, the next section explains how the RICU in

the Sentry realizes the embarrassingly parallel checking schedule shown in Figure 4.5.

4.2 Redundant Instruction Checking Unit (RICU)

As mentioned earlier, the Redundant Instruction Checking Unit (RICU) consists of four

stages: Instruction Read (IR), Operand Routing (OR), Value Generation (VG), and Check-

ing (CH). Figure 4.6 shows the architectural design of a RICU that checks up to 4 instruc-

tions in parallel. The RICU utilizes a shadow register file that contains all register values

corresponding to the instruction sequence, which has been verified correct. The Sentry

also maintains a NextInst register to determine the instruction to be checked next. The

instructions to be verified are sent by the untrusted processor to the Sentry’s instruction

cache, using the mechanism described in Section 4.3.

Table 4.1 lists the execution information sent across by the processor to the Sentry

for different types of instructions. For all nonmemory instructions, the processor sends

across the results of execution of those instructions to the Sentry. These are stored in the

ExecInfo buffer. For control flow instructions (conditional and unconditional branches,

calls, etc.), the result takes one of two forms: (1) If the jump is not taken, i.e. if the program

continues to execute along the straight line path, then the processor sends a 1 as the Jump

Status bit; and (2) If the jump is taken, the processor sends a 0 as the Jump Status bit,

followed by the address of the next instruction to which the control flow is transferred.

Figure 4.7 shows the logic in the IR stage. In this stage, the RICU reads up to n instruc-

tions from the instruction cache using the value in the NextInst register, where n is the

number of instructions that can be checked in parallel. Note that the NextInst register

only stores the location for the earliest instruction to be checked in a given clock cycle.

The IR stage determines if the ExecInfo buffer has trace information corresponding to

the next n instructions to be checked by the Sentry. This is indicated by the in bit in Fig-
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Figure 4.6: The Sentry’s Redundant Instruction Checking Unit (RICU). This unit can check
the correctness of up to 4 instructions in parallel.
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Instruction Type Packet Type Data Sent
Memory Access
(L1 cache hit)

Instructions Address
Data Address

Memory Access
(L1 cache miss)

Instructions Instruction Cache Line, MAC
Data Data Cache Line, MAC
Merkle Tree Nodes Counter/Intermediate Nodes Cache Line

Control Flow
Jump Not Taken Jump Status Bit
Jump Taken Jump Status bit, Jump Destination

Other Instructions Results

Table 4.1: Information sent by the untrusted processor to the Sentry

ure 4.7. For example, if i0 and i1 are both 1, it indicates that trace information about the

next two instructions is available in the buffer.

The IR stage also checks if any of the instructions available for checking in that clock

cycle changed the control flow of execution. This is done by reading the Jump Status

bit available in the ExecInfo buffer (inputs c0, c1, c2, and c3). The priority encoders and

muxes in Figure 4.7 calculate the new value of NextInst. If none of the instructions to be

checked have changed the processor’s control flow, then the value of NextInst depends

on the number of instructions picked up for re-execution in that cycle. For example, if i0

and i1 are both 1 while i2 and i3 are both 0 and all c bits are 0, then the value of NextInst

must be incremented by 8 (the size of two instructions).

If on the other hand, one of the instructions read by the IR stage changes the control

flow of execution, the NextInst register would need to reflect this change. For this

purpose, the Sentry uses the addresses reported by the processor as the result of such control

instructions. As an example, if three instructions are available to be checked (i0, i1, and

i2 are all 1) and only c1 is 1, then the new value of NextInst is set to a1. Due to limits

on the number of times the NextInst register can be written per cycle, the IR stage only

advances the instructions corresponding to i0 and i1 to the OR stage for checking in that

cycle. The instruction corresponding to i2 is delayed until the next cycle.

The OR stage determines the operands to be used for redundant execution by the Sen-

try. At this stage, the RICU is split into n pipelines (P0, P1, ..., Pn), each corresponding to
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Figure 4.7: Logic to determine next instruction to be checked in the Instruction Read (IR)
stage

an individual instruction to be verified. The RICU then reads the operands of these instruc-

tions and writes these values into pipeline registers. For nonmemory instructions, these

operands could originate from either (a) the shadow register file; or (b) results of other in-

structions that enter the OR stage in the same cycle but occur earlier in the program order.

For memory instructions, the operands would originate from the data cache instead of the

shadow register file. The Operand Fetch unit in the OR stage disambiguates these cases

and ensures that the correct values for the operands are passed to the VG stage.

Table 4.2 summarizes the rules used by the Operand Fetch unit to disambiguate between

the various possible sources of register operands to be used for checking instructions. In
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Pipeline Possible Register Operands
Shadow

Registers in0.res in1.res in2.res in3.res

P0 X × × × ×
P1 X X × × ×
P2 X X X × ×
P3 X X X X ×

Table 4.2: Operand Routing Rules for Disambiguating between Register Operands

every cycle, the earliest instruction in program order is always checked by the first pipeline,

P0. In this pipeline, the Operand Fetch unit reads the register operands from the shadow

register file. Meanwhile, in pipeline P3, the Operand Fetch unit checks if any of the results

of the earliest instructions being checked in parallel (in0.res, in1.res, and in2.res as per the

terminology in Figure 4.6) are used as an operand of the instruction to be checked by P3.

If such a dependence is detected, then the Operand Fetch unit reads the results from the

corresponding pipeline and forwards it to the VG stage. If no dependences are detected,

the Operand Fetch unit reads the register operands from the shadow register file.

The OR stage also speculatively writes the results of execution reported by the untrusted

processor into the shadow register file for nonmemory instructions and into the data cache

for memory instructions. Writing values speculatively into the shadow register file and the

data cache allows the Sentry to avoid any inter-stage and intra-pipeline forwarding logic. It

also ensures that any dependence checking is limited only to instructions that enter the OR

stage in the same clock cycle.

If the instruction is a nonmemory instruction, the VG stage re-executes the instruction

with the operands determined by the OR stage. The VG stage then passes this result to the

CH stage. The CH stage checks that the result obtained from the VG stage is the same as the

result retrieved from the ExecInfo buffer. Note that instructions that enter the VG stage

together in parallel wait to proceed to the CH stage until the longest latency instruction has

completed.

When the CH stage detects a mismatch, the Sentry flags an error and disables any output
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resulting from that instruction using the mechanism described in Section 4.5. The Sentry

can alert the user that an attack has been detected and prevent any external communication

by instructions which directly or transitively depend on the errant instruction.

4.3 Memory Checking

For the Sentry to check instruction execution, it must have access to the data and instruc-

tions loaded by the processor. As data and instructions are stored in and delivered by

untrusted memory, TrustGuard must protect their integrity. Prior works in memory in-

tegrity [109, 119] assume a secure processor that faithfully performs the cryptographic

functions for ensuring integrity. In TrustGuard, however, the sensitive cryptographic func-

tions must be performed by the Sentry, as it is the only trusted component. Thus, any

memory integrity scheme must account for the latency of communication and the band-

width between the processor and the Sentry.

4.3.1 Bonsai Merkle Tree

Past works have shown the strength of Merkle Tree-based schemes for protecting mem-

ory integrity [56, 103]. In a traditional Merkle tree, a single message authentication code

(MAC) value is associated with every data block (typically a cache line). To protect against

spoofing and splicing attacks, the MAC of the data block is a keyed cryptographic hash of

the data itself and the address of the data block. A tree of MAC values is then built over the

memory. The root of the tree is kept in a special on-chip register and this value never goes

off-chip. When a memory block is fetched, its integrity can be checked by verifying the

chain of MAC values starting from the MAC of the data block (leaf of the tree) up to the

root MAC. As the root MAC present on-chip is built using information about every block

in memory, the Merkle tree scheme ensures that an attacker cannot modify or replay any

value in memory.
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To minimize the overheads associated with maintaining memory integrity, TrustGuard

adapts a variant of the Merkle Tree called the Bonsai Merkle Tree [109]. Unlike a tradi-

tional Merkle Tree, a Bonsai Merkle Tree also uses a counter value to calculate the MAC

values associated with a data block. The counter represents the version of the data block,

and is incremented any time a data block is evicted from the trusted cache. These counters

are protected by MACs (MACC), which are keyed cryptographic hashes of the blocks con-

taining the counters and the address of the counter blocks. The Bonsai Merkle tree is then

built only over the counter block, unlike the traditional Merkle tree built on the entire data.

The choice of Bonsai Merkle trees over traditional Merkle tree implementations was

dictated by the need to reduce the size of the shadow memory. As counters are much

smaller than data blocks (1 cache line can hold counters for 32 cache lines holding data

blocks), a Merkle tree over counters is much smaller and shallower than the Merkle tree

over data. Moreover, using a Merkle tree over counter MACs offers the same integrity

guarantees as a Merkle tree over data MACs [109].

Figure 4.8 shows the structure of the Bonsai Merkle tree used by TrustGuard. The root

of the tree is stored in a special register in the Sentry. Note that this dissertation collectively

refers to the metadata in memory needed to verify integrity, i.e. MACs, counters, and

intermediate Merkle tree nodes, as shadow memory.

Instead of using a single counter per data cache line, TrustGuard uses the split counter

proposed by Yan et al. [143]. The counter is split into two, with one smaller minor counter

per-cache line, and a larger major counter that is shared by a group of cache lines. Cache

lines are divided into 2KB groups in TrustGuard. Overflow of a minor counter requires

incrementing the major counter and re-MACing of all the cache lines in the group. If the

group counter overflows, the entire memory must be re-MACed with a different key. In

TrustGuard, the minor counters are 14 bits long and the major counters are 64 bits long.

This configuration achieves a balance between counter size and the number of re-MACing

operations; it also means we can fit a group of 32 minor counters along with their major
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MACi (128 bits)= HMACk (Datai, addri, Ci)
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k

MACC MACC

Figure 4.8: Bonsai Merkle Tree [109] used by TrustGuard to protect memory integrity

counter in a single 64 byte cache line.

The memory integrity scheme with a Bonsai Merkle tree works as follows: For every

load instruction, the MAC (MACi) and the counter (Ci) corresponding to the accessed data

block (Ci) are also read. The read MAC is compared against another MAC generated by

using the address of the data block, the read data, and the counter. A mismatch in the

MACs indicates that the integrity of either the data or the counter has been compromised.

To ensure that the correct value of the counter was read from the memory, the MAC of the

counter block is also verified. Finally, to ensure that old values of counters are not used to

mount a replay attack, the chain of MAC values up to the root MAC is verified. For store

instructions, a new MAC is generated for the modified data block with an incremented

counter. Thus, the counter basically represents the version number of a cache line. New

MACs are generated for the counter block (corresponding to the new value of the counter)

and all the MAC values in the chain from the leaf node up to the root MAC are also re-

computed and stored into memory.

The biggest issue with a Bonsai Merkle Tree implementation that works as explained

above is the performance impact of all the shadow memory accesses. To avoid repeated
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computation of Merkle tree nodes as blocks are read from and written to memory, prior

work has proposed caching Merkle tree nodes in trusted on-chip caches [119, 109]. Using

this optimization, the verification of a data block only needs to proceed up the tree until

the first cached ancestor is found. Additionally, this optimization also enables the use of

evict counters instead of store counters, i.e., counters only need to be incremented when

a data block is evicted from the cache rather than on every store. TrustGuard leverages

these optimizations proposed by prior work and introduces a cache on the Sentry to enable

a more efficient implementation of the Bonsai Merkle Tree memory integrity scheme.

4.3.2 Cache Mirroring

Naı̈vely requiring the Sentry to access main memory to fetch shadow memory along with

instructions and data would increase the complexity of the Sentry as it would need to inter-

face with a memory controller. To keep the design of the Sentry relatively simple, the pro-

cessor in TrustGuard performs all memory accesses (including shadow memory accesses)

and sends this information to the Sentry. TrustGuard uses a cache mirroring technique

to enable this scheme without incurring prohibitive performance overheads due to limited

bandwidth between the processor and the Sentry.

In cache mirroring, the processor and the Sentry have L1 data and instruction caches

of the same size1. For every cache line fill into the processor’s L1 caches, the processor

also sends this cache line to the Sentry so that the two sets of caches can maintain identical

state. The Sentry and processor are set to use the same replacement policy, so for every

eviction from the processor’s L1 caches, the Sentry will evict the same line from its own

caches. This cache mirroring scheme has several advantages. First, the processor’s cache

now acts as an oracle prefetcher, ensuring that any memory value required by the Sentry’s

RICUs will always be present in the Sentry’s caches at the time of checking. Second, cache

mirroring leverages fill, replacement, and timing logic already present on the processor’s

1The Sentry only has single-level L1 caches, regardless of how many other cache levels in the processor.
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caches, adding only extra communication from the processor to the Sentry.

In addition to data and instructions, the Sentry needs all of the necessary shadow mem-

ory needed to verify an incoming cache line’s integrity. To achieve this, the processor

performs all shadow memory accesses as if it was going to verify each cache line’s in-

tegrity itself. Thus, every time the processor fetches a new cache line into its L1 cache, it

also sends it across to the Sentry, and additionally sends any cache lines not already cached

corresponding to the counter for the cache line and the intermediate nodes of the Bonsai

Merkle Tree. Because any L1 misses and corresponding fills will be mirrored into the Sen-

try’s caches from the processor, sending all the processor’s cache fills provides the Sentry

with enough information to verify integrity of the cache lines.

Because the caches on the Sentry are trusted, once a cache line is verified, no additional

checking is necessary for future accesses to the cache line unless the cache line is evicted.

Many of the counters and MACs in the Merkle tree nodes are likely already available in the

processor’s (and therefore also the Sentry’s) L1 caches due to memory locality and adjacent

placement of counters and MACs. Additionally, the processor only needs to send ancestor

intermediate nodes up until a cached intermediate ancestor is found in its L1. These effects

reduce bandwidth and improve performance.
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4.3.3 Cache Checking Unit

Figure 4.9 shows the structure of the cache checking unit (CCU) and its connected struc-

tures in the Sentry, which is responsible for determining if the integrity of the memory

values communicated to it by the untrusted processor is maintained. On receiving new data

or instruction cache lines from the processor, the Sentry speculatively stores the new cache

line in the data or instruction cache, allowing for the RICU to proceed with instruction

checking without waiting for integrity to be verified. All subsequent output instructions in

the Pending Output Buffer (Section 4.5) are held until this speculation is confirmed correct.

Load/Store
Data

Compute
Addr(Counter)

Miss

VerifiedHit

Miss

HitLoad
Counter Verify MAC

Verify MAC

HitLoad 
Intermediate

Hash

Miss

Verify
Intermediate

Hash

Figure 4.10: Flowchart illustrating CCU behavior for load and store instructions

For memory instructions (both loads and stores), the Sentry first checks if the data to

be accessed was in the cache (hit) or it was sent by the processor (miss). For a cache hit on

a load, the value from the cache is used for the redundant execution of the load instruction
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and no further verification is done. Similarly, for a store, the Sentry performs the store to

the cache line using the address reported by the processor.

In case of a miss, the Sentry first copies the cache line reported by the processor from

the ExecInfo buffer. The Sentry then looks for the counter corresponding to the accessed

cache line. The counter in TrustGuard represents the version of the accessed cache line,

and is incremented every time the cache line in question is evicted from the Sentry’s cache.

If the counter is present in the Sentry’s cache, then the Sentry uses the counter value to

calculate the MAC for the data and compares it against the MAC reported by the processor

in the CHMAC unit. If the counter is not found in the cache, then the CCU finds the counter

along with the corresponding MAC among the information sent to it by the processor. The

CCU must check the MACs of the counters as well as all the intermediate Merkle tree

nodes towards the root until a cached ancestor is found on the Sentry’s cache. This process

is shown in the flowchart in Figure 4.10.

If there are no cached ancestors, then the Sentry would verify each intermediate node of

the Merkle tree on the path from the counter block to the root. It would finally finish with

verifying the root value which is stored only in a special register on the Sentry. Once verifi-

cation is complete, a confirmation signal is sent to the Pending Output Buffer (Section 4.5)

to alert speculative output operations that they are no longer dependent on this instance of

speculation.

Whenever a dirty data cache line is evicted from the Sentry’s cache, the Sentry incre-

ments the corresponding counter and generates a new MAC using the data and the updated

counter. If accessing the corresponding counter resulted in a cache miss on the processor,

the Sentry must also verify the integrity of the counter block along with any intermedi-

ate Merkle tree nodes. Once the new MAC is calculated, it is sent back to the processor

and stored back to memory (Figure 4.11(a)). Evicted dirty cache lines that correspond to

counters are also sent to the processor (Figure 4.11(b)). However, for these cache lines,

the parent nodes first have to be updated to reflect the new value for the counter line being
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evicted. Only after these updates are propagated up the Merkle tree (until the first ancestor

node that remains in the cache is encountered) is the eviction performed.

Evict Cache
Line

Dirty

Done
Clean

Dirty

CleanEvict
Counter/IM Done

Load
Parent

Modify Parent

Calculate MAC

Send MAC to
processor

Hit

Miss

Modify Parent + 
Verify Merkle Tree

nodes

(a) (b)

Send counter/IM 
to processor

Compute
Addr(Counter)

Miss

HitLoad
Counter Counter++

Verify MAC and
Intermediate

Hash(es)

Figure 4.11: Flowchart illustrating cache checking unit behavior for (a) eviction of data
from Sentry cache (b) eviction of counters/intermediate nodes from Sentry cache. IM cor-
responds to a node with intermediate hashes.

The added latency of communication between the untrusted processor and the Sentry

raises the question of ensuring consistency of shadow memory values. For example, when

a store is executed by the processor, it changes in the value stored in the addressed memory

location. However, the MAC of the cache line stored in memory (and thereby accessed by

the processor) still reflects the MAC corresponding to the old contents of the cache line

until that line is next evicted from the Sentry’s cache. It is possible that the processor re-

fetches an evicted cache line (either from its L2 cache or from memory) before receiving

the new MAC from the Sentry. In this case, the processor would report a stale MAC to the

Sentry.

To ensure that the Sentry does not check memory integrity against stale MACs, the Sen-
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try uses a small content addressable memory (CAM) structure called the outgoing buffer.

The MAC and Merkle tree nodes being sent to the untrusted processor are all stored in the

Sentry’s outgoing buffer, as shown in Figure 4.9). When the processor receives these val-

ues and stores them to memory, it acknowledges the receipt of the shadow memory. Upon

receiving the acknowledgement, the Sentry can remove the corresponding value from the

outgoing buffer. Note that the outgoing buffer can be queried for outgoing cache lines

by the Sentry, allowing it to continue with checking the integrity of cache lines without

having to wait for the processor to complete the shadow accesses, thereby reducing the

performance impact on the system.

4.3.4 Code Integrity

As stated earlier, the TrustGuard architecture only allows communication of correctly exe-

cuted results of signed programs. It is assumed that all programs authorized to communi-

cate externally are signed by a trusted authority. To ensure that only signed programs can

communicate externally, the Sentry contains a special installation mode, similar to systems

used in previous work on software integrity [51, 76]. The installation mode can be used to

verify the signatures of trusted programs, and thus bootstrap the system. After a program’s

signature is verified, an HMAC is generated and stored along with the program.

TrustGuard requires a trusted loader to enable the secure loading of programs in mem-

ory. When a program is loaded, the program loader uses a special load program in-

struction to put the Sentry into load program mode. In this mode, the loader and the Sentry

load the program and verify the HMAC that was computed during installation. Once the

HMAC is verified, the Sentry generates the shadow memory values for the program instruc-

tions and stores these values into memory along with the program itself. Once the shadow

memory values are all generated, the program leaves the loading mode and enters normal

execution. The MAC-based memory integrity mechanism subsequently ensures that no

instruction is subsequently modified after it is loaded into memory.
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4.4 Link Compression

Limited available bandwidth between the untrusted processor and the Sentry requires a re-

duction in the amount of communication between them. TrustGuard uses a hybrid of two

simple compression algorithms to achieve this reduction by compressing the data being sent

on the link between the processor and the Sentry. The algorithms used are Significance-

Width Compression (SWC) and Frequent Value Encoding (FVE) [125]. Since the compres-

sion and decompression logic is very simple, implementing this logic results in minimal

added logic and complexity to the Sentry.

Original Prefix Compressed Compressed
Data Code Data Size (bits)

0x000000zz 00 0xzz 10
0x0000zzzz 01 0xzzzz 18
0x00zzzzzz 10 0xzzzzzz 26
0xzzzzzzzz 11 0xzzzzzzzz 34

Table 4.3: Significance Width Compression with 32-bit original data

SWC leverages the observation that the actual values of data used in programs are often

small enough to be represented using fewer bits. It compresses data by replacing leading

zeros with a prefix code, which indicates the compressed size of the value. Table 4.3 shows

the SWC encoding used by TrustGuard. FVE uses a small value cache on each side of the

link to achieve value reuse on the link. If a value to be sent on the link is found in cache,

the processor sends the index instead of the data. For example, for 64-entry value caches,

a cache hit would only require a 6-bit index to be sent.

For TrustGuard’s link compression scheme, FVE is applied first using a 64-entry value

cache. If a value is not found in the cache, the cache is updated using Least Recently Used

(LRU) policy and the value sent is compressed using SWC.
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4.5 Preventing Incorrect Output

As shown in Figure 4.1, the Sentry resides physically between the untrusted processor

and the interconnect network connected to the peripherals. The Sentry prevents results

of unverified instructions from communicating to the peripherals via the Pending Output

Buffer (POB).

In TrustGuard, all I/O is performed through explicit I/O instructions. Checking an out-

put instruction involves checking that all computations leading to the particular instruction

are correctly performed. The correctness of these dependent instructions is ensured by the

RICU in the Sentry. For output instructions, the Sentry queues up the values to be sent

externally in the POB. Once an output operation makes it to the POB, it is assured that all

computations leading up to that output have been checked by the RICU. However, these

checked output operations may be dependent on a cache line that is in the process of having

its integrity checked, as described in Section 4.3. This information is given to the POB by

the CHMAC component in the Sentry’s cache checking unit. The POB uses this informa-

tion to confirm that the cache checking unit has verified any speculative fills of cache lines

into the Sentry’s cache. Upon confirmation, the POB allows the output to proceed to the

peripheral.

Peripheral driven direct memory access (DMA) is not supported in TrustGuard. Only

trusted software can direct DMA transfers to and from untrusted peripherals. The Sentry

includes a Memory Access Manager (shown in Figure 4.1) that creates MACs for the data

read into memory. This impacts DMA perfomance because the data must be MACed on

the way into memory.

4.6 Changes to Processor Design

TrustGuard defines an interface between the processor and the Sentry that requires some

processor internals to be exposed to the designer of the Sentry . This results in the following
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set of rules that the Sentry must conform to:

• As TrustGuard defines the correctness of instruction execution with respect to the

specifications of the ISA, the Sentry must be designed to support the same ISA as the

untrusted processor.

• The Sentry must have the same number of architectural registers as the untrusted

processor.

• The cache mirroring scheme requires the Sentry’s data and instruction caches to be

of the same size as the processor’s L1 data and instruction caches respectively. Ad-

ditionally, the Sentry and the untrusted processor must use the same logic to access

MACs, counters, and intermediate nodes of the Bonsai Merkle tree.

• The Sentry must use the same link compression and decompression techniques as the

processor.
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Figure 4.12: Summary of modifications to the processor in the TrustGuard architecture.
Shaded/colored boxes indicate modified components.

The nature of interaction between the untrusted processor and the Sentry in TrustGuard

requires several modifications to be made to the design of the untrusted processor. These

modifications to the processor design are summarized in Figure 4.12.

The most substantial change in the processor design involves the realization of loads
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and stores from/to memory. The untrusted processor must now support loading and storing

or MACs from and to cache lines and memory. Additionally, the processor must include

logic that also supports the loading and storing of counter values and intermediate Merkle

tree nodes for memory accesses. This would entail a modification of the Memory Manage-

ment Unit inside the processor. Note that these changes are similar to the changes suggested

by prior work on memory integrity, such as AEGIS [119]. Additionally, the ISA must be

augmented with a load program instruction that enables the Sentry to generate MACs

for signed code being executed on the system.

However, unlike prior memory integrity techniques, the TrustGuard processor would

have to work differently to support the updates of shadow memory values. This is because

there is a time lag between the processor accessing a memory location and the Sentry send-

ing the shadow memory values for that address back to the processor. The processor must

now support the delayed insertion of these shadow memory values. For this, the proces-

sor needs a mechanism that allows insertion of these shadow stores into the load/store unit.

Note that shadow stores in TrustGuard share the same load-store queue (LSQ) as other data.

However, as the original memory and shadow memory accesses are disjoint, a secondary

LSQ could be utilized for all the shadow memory accesses. This could further improve the

performance of the processor due to the reduced pressure on the main LSQ.

The second set of changes in the processor involves enabling communication with the

Sentry. As seen in Table 4.1, the processor must send information such as cache lines,

results of instruction execution, shadow memory accesses, etc. to the Sentry. This com-

munication is synchronized through the addition of two buffers to the processor’s design:

one for outgoing communication to the Sentry (Outgoing ExecInfo Buffer) and

the other for information received from the Sentry (Incoming Buffer). A compres-

sion unit must also be added to support link compression of the values buffered in the

Outgoing ExecInfo Buffer. Finally, the processor must support an input stall

signal that originates from the Sentry. The Sentry would signal a stall whenever it falls
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behind the processor’s execution and the ExecInfo buffer on the Sentry is full. When

this signal is found asserted, the processor stalls its pipeline at commit and waits for the

Sentry to indicate that it is fine to proceed with execution.
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Chapter 5

Detection of Malicious Behaviors

To evaluate its containment capabilities, we modeled the TrustGuard architecture in the

gem5 simulator [28]. The performance analysis chapter (Chapter 6) describes the details

of the simulation environment. We modified the behavior of various components in the

modeled system to simulate different attack scenarios. Table 5.1 lists these attack scenarios,

and the system components that were modified for the purpose.

Malicious Behavior Processor Component(s)
Modified

1. Incorrect arithmetic execution ALU
Multiplier [27]

2. Changing loop condition to execute one more Branch Unit
iteration

3. Modification of register values Register File
4. Jumping to an incorrect branch target Branch Target Buffer

Branch Unit
5. Insertion of non-program instruction Instruction Fetch Unit
6. Skipping execution of program instructions Dispatch Unit
7. Reordering instructions in processor’s instruction Dispatch Unit

stream incorrectly
8. Modification of cached values Cache controller
9. Modification of uncached values (in memory) Memory controller

10. Relocation of data and MACs in memory Memory controller
11. Replay of data in memory Memory controller
12. Unsigned program communicating externally -

Table 5.1: Attack scenarios related to incorrect instruction execution
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This chapter describes the protection mechanisms offered by TrustGuard, which led to

the detection of these malicious behaviors. The implemented malicious behaviors broadly

fell into two categories: (1) incorrect instruction execution; and (2) manipulation of values

flowing through memory.

5.1 Incorrect Instruction Execution

Attack scenarios 1–8 in Table 5.1 correspond to incorrect instruction execution because

of malicious processor components. TrustGuard was able to detect and contain malicious

behaviors in each of these cases. Attack scenarios 1 and 2 involve incorrect execution by

the processor’s functional units. Attack scenarios 4-7 involve subversion of the correct

control flow of the program, either by the processor’s fetch unit or the dispatch unit. Attack

scenario 3 involves incorrect state maintained by the processor’s register file, while attack

scenario 8 entails malicious modifications of the processor’s cache subsystem.

An example of incorrect execution by the processor’s functional units could be the pro-

cessor either discarding or changing the results of one or more instructions in the program.

Figure 5.1 shows an example where a multiplier in the untrusted processor manipulates the

result of r1 = r0 × 3 to be 4000 instead of 3000. Such a multiplier bug that com-

putes the wrong product for a known, single pair of 64-bit integers can enable adversaries

to leak any private key used in any RSA-based software on that device, possibly using a

single chosen message [27].

As shown in Figure 5.1, the processor encounters a cache miss when it goes to the fetch

the cache line containing the multiply instruction (instruction I1). The processor sends this

cache line along with its associated MAC value to the Sentry. The Cache Checking Unit

of the Sentry calculates the MAC for the cache line and checks it against the sent MAC

value. Meanwhile, the Sentry’s Redundant Instruction Checking Unit (RICU) detects the

manipulation of the result by the processor when it re-executes the multiply instruction.
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Original Program

(r0 = 1000, r2=12)

I1 : r1 = r0 x 3
I2 : Mem[r1] = r2
I3 : r2 = Mem[r1+4]
I4 : jmp r2

Processor Sentry

I1 I2 I3Inst line n

Fetch instruction
cache line n

MACn

 [MAC engine] Compute Hk(n,NextInst)
 [Check]          Hk == MACn

[CCU] r1 = r0 x 3

[RICU]  [Update]  r1' = 3000
 [Check]  4000 == 1000 x 3

D1Data line d MACd

Counter
line c

Inst cache line n, MAC
n

Result = {4000}

Current register file: {r0' = 1000, r2' = 12, ...} 

Data cache contents : {IM line m, ...}

IMcIM line m

Cd GCc

D2

Cache lines used

I4

Read
Miss][

Time

CCU: Cache Checking Unit. RICU: Redundant Instruction Checking Unit

Figure 5.1: Example of how the Sentry detects the incorrect execution of an instruction by
a processor’s functional unit. rx’: Shadow register in the Sentry for the register rx in the
untrusted processor. Hk: HMAC function with key k.

This situation corresponds to the attack scenario 1 mentioned in Table 5.1.

An alternate way for the processor to change the execution of the multiply instruction

would be by changing the value of an operand. For instance, the register r0 could be

changed from 1000 to 1001. Thus, the processor would send the result 3003 instead of

the correct result 3000. This situation corresponds to the attack scenario 3 mentioned in

Table 5.1. The invalid change in the value of r0 will not be seen when the Sentry RICU

accesses its shadow register file. Therefore, the result of the instruction re-execution by the

Sentry will differ from that reported by the processor and the manipulation by the processor

will be detected.

Attack scenario 2 in Table 5.1 presents another interesting way to compromise a pro-

cessor’s functional unit. For this case, the branch predictor in the last iteration of a loop

might indicate that the control flow would switch back to the beginning of the loop body,

based on the branch history. Ordinarily, the branch unit in the processor would detect the

branch misprediction and cause a squash of any instructions that start executing because of

the misprediction. However, the branch unit itself might be compromised in a way that it

ignores the correctly generated program counter value. Thus, for the corresponding branch
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instruction, the processor would send over the incorrect result of the branch to the Sentry.

The Sentry uses this value in the NextInst logic (Figure 4.7) to determine the next

instruction to be checked. Thus, instructions from the extra iteration of the loop would

enter the RICU pipeline. However, the Sentry would use its own replicated state in the

Value Generation (VG) stage to calculate the next address it should have used for checking

instructions. A comparison of this generated address to the one reported by the processor

will reveal the incorrect execution. As the Sentry checks instructions in program order, this

incorrect behavior will be detected before any of the subsequent instructions executed by

the processor are deemed to be correct. The same method also detects the behavior in attack

scenario 4 (Table 5.1), when a modification in the branch target buffer and the branch unit

result in a jump being taken to an incorrect branch target.

Insertion or Reordering of Instructions. Attack 5 involves a hardware Trojan in the

untrusted processor inserting malicious instructions into its pipeline that did not come from

a valid program. A similar Trojan was described by King et al. in the context of Illinois

Malicious Processors (IMP) [75]. Through this backdoor, a malicious service allows any

user to login to the system by sending an unsolicited network packet to the target system.

The act of inspecting the packet triggers a hardware Trojan, which executes the packet

contents invisibly as new firmware. When the malicious firmware detects a user trying to

login into a particular application using a fake password, it modifies the return value of the

password checking function to return true instead of false.

Consider the example shown in Figure 5.2. Assume that the processor inserts the in-

struction r0 = r0 + 0x1 just before the instruction I2 (r1 = r0 + 0x8000) to

maliciously increment the value of r0 as part of an attack. The processor can choose

whether to send this instruction’s result or not to the Sentry.

First assume the malicious instruction’s result (0x1001) is sent to the Sentry, as shown

in Figure 5.2. The Sentry will pop a result off the ExecInfo buffer and use that value to

check against the result of re-executing the next instruction I2, r1 = r0 + 0x8000.
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Original Program

(r0 = 0x1000, r2=12)

I1 : r3 = r2 << 2
I2 : r1 = r0 + 0x8000
I3 : Mem[r1] = r2
I4 : r2 = Mem[r1+4]

Processor Sentry

I1 I2 I3Inst line n

Fetch instruction
cache line n

MACn

 [MAC engine] Compute Hk(n,NextInst)
 [Check]          Hk == MACn

[CCU] r3 = r2 << 2

[RICU]
 [Update]  r3' = 24
 [Check]    24 == 12 << 2 

D1Data line d MACd

Counter
line c

Inst cache line n, MAC
n

Result = {24}

Current register file: {r0' = 1000, r2' = 12, ...} 

Data cache contents : {IM line m, ...}

IMcIM line m

Cd GCc

D2

Cache lines used

I4

Read
Miss][

Time

CCU: Cache Checking Unit. RICU: Redundant Instruction Checking Unit

r0 = r0 + 0x1

[RICU] [Update]  r0' = 0x1001
[Check]  0x1001 == 0x1000 + 0x8000

Result = {0x1001}r1 = r0 + 0x8000

Result = {0x9001}

Figure 5.2: Example of how the Sentry detects insertion of malicious instructions. rx’:
Shadow register in the Sentry for the register rx in the untrusted processor. Hk: HMAC
function with key k.

The Sentry will calculate the correct value of 0x9000 and detect a mismatch when com-

paring against the malicious value of 0x1001.

Alternatively, the processor could choose to not send the result of the maliciously in-

serted instruction. In this case, the untrusted processor will advance to the next instruction,

and produce the result 0x9001 for instruction . However, the result of the execution of the

next instruction (0x9000) will not match the result reported by the processor (0x9001),

and this malicious behavior would be detected. This situation is illustrated in Figure 5.3.

5.2 Manipulation of Values Flowing Through Memory

In addition to malicious behaviors due to modifications of processor components, we also

tested the TrustGuard implementation against malicious modifications to memory (Attack

scenarios 9–12 in Table 5.1). We implemented the following attack scenarios for this pur-

pose:
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Original Program

(r0 = 0x1000, r2=12)

I1 : r3 = r2 << 2
I2 : r1 = r0 + 0x8000
I3 : Mem[r1] = r2
I4 : r2 = Mem[r1+4]

Processor Sentry

I1 I2 I3Inst line n

Fetch instruction
cache line n

MACn

 [MAC engine] Compute Hk(n,NextInst)
 [Check]          Hk == MACn

[CCU] r3 = r2 << 2

[RICU]
 [Update]  r3' = 24
 [Check]    24 == 12 << 2 

D1Data line d MACd

Counter
line c

Inst cache line n, MAC
n

Result = {24}

Current register file: {r0' = 1000, r2' = 12, ...} 

Data cache contents : {IM line m, ...}

IMcIM line m

Cd GCc

D2

Cache lines used

I4

Read
Miss][

Time

CCU: Cache Checking Unit. RICU: Redundant Instruction Checking Unit

r0 = r0 + 0x1

[RICU] [Update]  r0' = 0x1001
[Check]  0x9001 == 0x1000 + 0x8000

r1 = r0 + 0x8000

Result = {0x9001}

Figure 5.3: Example of the processor inserting an instruction and not reporting the results
of that execution. rx’: Shadow register in the Sentry for the register rx in the untrusted
processor. Hk: HMAC function with key k.

• Modification of data in memory

• Relocation of data/MACs in memory

• Replay of data in memory

• Unsigned program communicating externally

Consider the example from Figure 5.4. The untrusted processor could lie to the Sentry

about faithfully executing Mem[r1] = r2. It could instead store some value other than

12, such as 13, to 0x9000. As this store results in a write miss, the processor would bring

the cache line and any other necessary cache lines corresponding to its shadow memory

accesses (counters and Merkle tree nodes) into its own cache. It would also send those

cache lines across to the Sentry.

The Sentry’s cache checking unit (CCU) checks that the integrity of the data and that

of its corresponding counter are not violated. Any external communication following the

store in question is contingent upon this integrity check finding the cache line correct.

Meanwhile, the store instruction goes to the RICU, which stores the correct value (12,
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Original Program

(r0 = 0x1000, r2=12)

I1 : r1 = r0 + 0x8000
I2 : Mem[r1] = r2
I3 : r2 = Mem[r1+4]
I4 : jmp r2

Processor Sentry

I1 I2 I3Inst line n

Fetch instruction
cache line n

MACn

 [MAC engine] Compute Hk(n,PC')
 [Verify]          Hk == MACn

[CCU] r1 = r0 + 0x8000

[RICU]  [Update]  r1' = 0x9000
 [Verify]    0x9000 == r0' + 0x8000 

Write
 Miss

Mem[r1] = r2[ ]
Read
 Hit

r2 = Mem[r1+4] [CCU] 

 [MAC engine] Compute HMAC(d,addrd,cd)
 [Verify]          Hk == MAC d

D1Data line d MACd

Counter
line c

Inst cache line n, MAC
n

Result = {0x9000}

  Shadow memory accesses
 (only counter line c needed)

Data cache line d, MAC
d

(no communication needed)
        Jump target r2

Current register file: {r0' = 0x1000, r2' = 12, ...} 

Data cache contents : {IM cache line i, ...}

IMcIM line m

Cd GCc

[Update] Cache[0x9000] =12

[RICU]  [Update]  r2' = Cache [0x9004]

D2

Cache lines used

][

I4

jmp r2

[MAC engine] Compute HMAC(c)
[Verify]          Hk == IMc

[RICU]  [Check]   NextInst(I4) == r2'

Read
Miss][

[RICU] 

Figure 5.4: Example of the processor detecting illegal modification of values in memory.
rx’: Shadow register in the Sentry for the register rx in the untrusted processor. Hk:
HMAC function with key k.

using the shadow register file) into the Sentry cache at the correct address.

In this case, the processor may continue executing using the wrong value it stored to

memory; however, the Sentry would perform the same calculations using the correct value

determined by its internal state. Note that any output depending on the incorrectly executed

store would actually use the correct value instead, as long as that cache line is present on the

Sentry’s cache. If this line were to be evicted, the Sentry would send a MAC of the cache

line, assuming that the value stored was 12. The next time the line is loaded back into

memory, the Sentry’s cache checking integrity would discover the maliciously executed

store due to a mismatch in the MAC values.

Another possible attack could be attempted by replaying old data and MACs already

seen at a location in memory. For example, assume that the memory at location 0x9000
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has value and MAC pair (0xa,0xb) prior to when instruction Mem[r1] = r2 executes

in Figure 5.4. Instead of executing Mem[r1] = r2, the processor could simply take no

action and leave the data and MAC pair (0xa,0xb) in memory.

If the cache line containing the address 0x9000 remains in the Sentry’s cache, the

incorrect value will be seen the next time a load occurs at address 0x9000. Thus, the

attempted replay will be detected. Alternatively, if the line containing 0x9000 is evicted

from the Sentry’s cache, then the Sentry will increment the counter of the line and generate

a new MAC (including the counter). It will then send all these generated values (MAC,

counter, etc.) to the processor for storing to main memory. The next time the value is

loaded, the MAC sent to the Sentry will not match the data stored there (as the new MAC

is calculated using the new stored value). The processor may choose to not store the MAC

it receives back for the dropped store. However, again the next time the value is loaded, the

MAC loaded from the memory will not match, because the the loaded MAC was calculated

using an old value of the counter.

Finally, the Sentry prevents all external communication originating from unsigned pro-

grams. The untrusted processor can run an unsigned program that reads sensitive data

and sends it out through a peripheral. While this program could read the sensitive data,

it would never be able to leak the information read. In this attack, the processor could

choose whether or not to send the instructions of this unsigned program to the Sentry. If

the instructions are sent, they will not pass the instruction integrity check on the Sentry

because they will not be signed. This means no output operation can be completed. Alter-

natively if the instructions are not sent, no output operation will ever make it to the Sentry

for checking. Thus, the output can never make it past TrustGuard’s physical gap and again

no external communication will occur.
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5.3 Limitations of TrustGuard Security Assurances

As stated earlier, TrustGuard guarantees to the user that any external communication from a

system originates from the correct execution of signed software. However, signatures asso-

ciated with software do not guarantee that the software is actually secure. Thus, TrustGuard

does not offer any security if the signed software itself is insecure or vulnerable. Similarly,

the threat model for TrustGuard only focuses on explicit data leakage by untrusted hard-

ware components. It does not handle information leaked via side channels, such as through

encoding of sensitive information in energy usage patterns, long duration timing encod-

ings, and implicit information leaked by failures. Finally, while TrustGuard guarantees the

correctness of communicated data, it does not give any availability guarantees. As a re-

sult, the malicious hardware could simply affect the availability of the device by executing

instructions incorrectly, thereby disabling any communication from the device.
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Chapter 6

Performance Analysis

6.1 Methodology

As mentioned in Chapter 5, we modeled TrustGuard in the gem5 simulator [28] using

an out-of-order (OoO) ARM-based untrusted processor. The focus of this performance

evaluation was on measuring the effect of checking by the Sentry on the performance of the

untrusted processor. In particular, the design space of parameters such as the parallelism in

the Sentry, the frequency of the Sentry, and the Sentry-processor bandwidth was explored.

The architectural parameters used are specified in Table 6.1. The bandwidth between

the processor and the Sentry was set by default at 10GB/s (easily achievable using an

interconnect such as 16-lane PCIe [10, 9]). Each lane of the PCIe interconnect has one

Feature Parameter
Architecture ARMv7 32-bit
Processor Frequency 2 GHz
Processor Commit Width 8 instructions/cycle
L1 I-Cache 4-way set associative, 64KB, 64B cache line
L1 D-Cache 4-way set associative, 64KB, 64B cache line
L2 Cache 16-way set associative, 2MB, 12 cycle hit latency
Off-chip Latency 100 CPU cycles
MAC Function HMAC with MD5

Table 6.1: Architectural parameters for simulation
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pair of signal wires in each direction, so a 16-lane PCIe interconnect has 64 wires.

We simulated the execution of all 8 SPEC INT2006 workloads that work with gem5 [1]

as well as three additional SPECFP benchmarks: 450.soplex, 453.povray, and 470.lbm.

Whole program simulations were completed for three benchmarks—445.gobmk, 450.so-

plex, and 462.libquantum—as they had relatively short execution times. For all other

benchmarks, five random checkpoints were chosen for simulation. From each checkpoint,

benchmarks were simulated for 25 million instructions to warm up the microarchitectural

state (warm-up phase). Subsequently, the benchmarks were simulated cycle-accurately for

200 million instructions to collect performance data (timing phase). For each experiment,

the baseline is the out-of-order,superscalar processor-based system without any TrustGuard

modifications (OoO only).

6.2 Additional Overheads of TrustGuard

To demonstrate the performance implications of TrustGuard, we evaluated the effects of

various design parameters, such as the number of instructions checked in parallel by the

Sentry RICU (Section 6.3), frequency of the Sentry (Section 6.4), and the bandwidth be-

tween the processor and the Sentry (Section 6.5), on the IPC of the untrusted processor.

These simulations identified three major sources of runtime overhead introduced by the

TrustGuard modifications to the system: (1) shadow memory accesses performed by the

untrusted processor; (2) lag between the processor and the Sentry due to latency of commu-

nication and a mismatch between the processor’s execution speed and the Sentry’s checking

speed; and (3) bandwidth constraints on the channel between the processor and the Sentry.

The first source of overhead is the increased cache and memory pressure from the

shadow memory accesses performed by the processor. These accesses include MACs,

counters, and intermediate hashes stored in non-leaf Merkle tree nodes. Figure 6.1 shows

the effect of performing these shadow memory accesses on the IPC of the untrusted pro-
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Figure 6.1: Effect on untrusted processor IPC of introducing shadow memory (SMACs,
counters, and Merkle Tree) accesses

cessor.

Performing the shadow memory accesses resulted in a geomean IPC decline of 5.8%.

The performance decline was higher than 10% for five benchmarks—401.bzip2 (11.5%),

429.mcf (21.0%), 445.gobmk (14.2%), 458.sjeng (11.3%), and 470.lbm (11.0%). The per-

formance decline is explained by observing the number of L2 cache misses, which indicates

the additional memory pressure introduced by shadow memory accesses. The number of

L2 cache misses increased by a geomean of 55.7% across the eleven benchmarks. Addi-

tionally, the number of L1 cache misses increased by a geomean of 91.0%. This too adds

some extra latency to memory operations as accesses to L1 caches are faster than accesses

to the L2 cache.

The above-10% IPC decline for the aforementioned five benchmarks was mainly caused

by an increase in the absolute number of data cache misses and L2 cache misses (these
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Increase in 401.bzip2 429.mcf 445.gobmk 458.sjeng 470.lbm
D-Cache Misses 9,357,624 255,020,393 4,654,657 7,359,527 6,337,592
L2-Cache Misses 104,619 8,503,603 994,270 412,664 1,084,647

Table 6.2: Increase in Absolute Number of data cache misses and L2-cache misses across
all the timing phase simulations of benchmarks for which IPC decline due to shadow mem-
ory accesses was more than 10%.

metrics are shown in Table 6.2). The other six benchmarks all had less than 3 million

more data cache misses and less than 14,000 more L2 cache misses. By contrast, the five

benchmarks showing more than 10% IPC decline all had at least 6 million more data cache

misses and at least 100,000 more L2 cache misses. The latency added by these misses

contributed to the higher performance decline for the five aforementioned benchmarks.

In addition to shadow memory accesses, additional overheads can be introduced if exe-

cution by the Sentry lags behind execution by the processor. Specifically, the introduction

of the Sentry may lead to two new kinds of processor stalls.

The first of these stalls are slow Sentry stalls that are the result of the Sentry’s inability

to check instructions as fast as the processor executes them. Due to the lag in the Sentry’s

checking speed, the ExecInfo buffer on the Sentry fills up, thereby requiring the proces-

sor to stall its operations. The number of these stalls is dependent on the throughput of the

Sentry, which in turn depends on the number of instructions that can be checked in parallel

and the frequency at which the Sentry operates. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 quantify the number

of slow Sentry stalls experienced by the processor, when the throughput of the Sentry is

varied by varying the checking parallelism and the Sentry frequency.

The second type of stalls are bandwidth stalls, caused by bandwidth limitations on the

channel between the processor and the Sentry. Consequently, the ExecInfo buffer in the

processor fills up, thus necessitating stalls until the information in the ExecInfo buffer is

communicated to the Sentry. The number of bandwidth stalls is dependent on the amount

of communication between the processor and the Sentry. One way for TrustGuard to reduce

the number of bandwidth stalls is to use the cached Bonsai Merkle tree scheme explained
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in Section 4.3. In fact, our experiments showed that the processor spent almost all its time

in bandwidth stalls, if the Sentry did not cache the Bonsai Merkle tree nodes. Additionally,

the amount of communication can also be reduced by using link compression, as explained

in Section 4.4. Section 6.6 quantifies the effect of link compression on the number of band-

width stalls experienced by the processor. Meanwhile, Section 6.5 quantifies the number

of bandwidth stalls when the bandwidth between the processor and the Sentry is varied.

6.3 Varying Checking Parallelism in the Sentry
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Figure 6.2: Reduction in IPC when varying the number of instructions that can be checked
in parallel by the Sentry RICU. Sentry frequency: 1 GHz. Sentry-Processor bandwidth: 10
GB/s. Untrusted processor frequency: 2 GHz.

Parallel instruction checking enabled by the Sentry RICU allows the slower Sentry

(lacking in various performance-related components) to keep up with the faster untrusted

processor. As part of exploring the design space for the Sentry, we varied the number of
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instructions that can be checked in parallel by the Sentry’s RICU (we call this parameter

the RICU width) and measured its impact on the IPC of the untrusted processor. Figure 6.2

shows the results of these simulations. For each configuration of RICU width, the Sentry-

processor bandwidth was set to 10 GB/s and the frequency of the Sentry was set to 1 GHz

(i.e. half the frequency of the untrusted processor).

As seen in Figure 6.2, the geomean decline in processor IPC with respect to the out-of-

order only baseline was found to be 35.9%, 8.5%, 7.1%, and 6.1% respectively for RICU

widths of 2, 4, 6, and 8 instructions per cycle. Configurations with higher RICU width

showed higher processor IPCs. The improvement in processor IPC was directly correlated

to the increase in the Sentry’s checking throughput. Table 6.3 shows the checking through-

put for various benchmarks (in terms of instructions checked per Sentry cycle), when the

RICU width is varied. To understand the overheads that affected performance, we mea-

sured the number of slow Sentry and bandwidth stalls experienced by the aforementioned

Sentry configurations. Figure 6.3 shows the percentage of slow Sentry and bandwidth stalls

encountered during the timing phase as the RICU width was varied.

Benchmark Baseline Sentry Throughput
Processor (Insts/Sentry cycle)

IPC 2 4 6 8
401.bzip2 1.16 1.65 1.93 1.97 1.87
429.mcf 0.59 0.68 0.87 0.87 0.87
445.gobmk 0.84 1.24 1.32 1.32 1.32
450.soplex 1.07 1.28 1.76 1.81 1.82
453.povray 0.98 1.31 1.85 1.87 1.87
456.hmmer 1.61 1.66 2.89 3.07 3.14
458.sjeng 1.10 1.60 1.95 1.95 1.95
462.libquantum 1.60 1.83 3.17 3.18 3.18
464.h264ref 1.49 1.78 2.83 2.83 2.83
470.lbm 0.72 0.82 1.12 1.24 1.24
471.omnetpp 0.89 1.28 1.75 1.75 1.75
Geomean 1.04 1.32 1.82 1.85 1.86

Table 6.3: Checking throughput of the Sentry, in instructions per Sentry cycle, when the
RICU width is varied

For RICU width of 2, the untrusted processor spent an average of 27.46% cycles in slow
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Figure 6.3: Stalls induced by the Sentry when varying the number of instructions that may
be checked in parallel by the Sentry RICU (corresponding to Figure 6.2). Sentry frequency:
1 GHz. Sentry-Processor bandwidth: 10 GB/s. Untrusted processor frequency: 2 GHz.

Sentry stalls. Meanwhile, the average percentage of cycles spent in bandwidth stalls was

3.93%. In general, the percentage of slow Sentry stalls was higher for benchmarks with

higher baseline IPCs. For the three benchmarks with the highest IPCs, this percentage was

46.03% (456.hmmer), 42.74% (462.libquantum), and 39.16% (464.h264ref). The higher

percentage of slow Sentry stalls was a direct result of the low checking throughput of the

Sentry (a geomean of 1.32 instructions per Sentry cycle, as shown by Table 6.3).

Increasing the RICU width led to increased checking throughput and reduced the per-

centage of slow Sentry stalls, thereby resulting in improved performance. At a RICU width

of 4, the Sentry checked a geomean of 1.82 instructions per Sentry cycle (Table 6.3); con-

sequently, the average percentage of slow Sentry stalls fell to 2.27%. The only benchmarks

for which the processor showed a significant percentage of slow Sentry stalls were 456.hm-

mer (7.24%), 450.soplex (3.96%), and 470.lbm (11.79%). 456.hmmer is a bursty bench-
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mark; it had the largest percentage of timing cycles where 5 or more instructions were

committed in a single cycle by the untrusted processor. During these bursty sequences,

the Sentry was overwhelmed by the number of instructions sent for checking, resulting in

the Sentry sending the stall signal to the processor. On the other hand, 450.soplex and

470.lbm experienced a large number of slow Sentry stalls because they have a higher pro-

portion of floating point instructions, which get re-executed by high-latency floating point

units on the Sentry.

When the RICU width was increased to 6, the checking throughput increased further

as the Sentry now checked a geomean of 1.85 instructions per Sentry cycle (Table 6.3).

Most of this gain was from the three benchmarks that experienced the most slow Sentry

stalls for a RICU width of 4. The percentage of slow Sentry stalls decreased to 2.94% for

456.hmmer, 3.96% for 450.soplex, and 0.44% for 470.lbm. The average percentage of slow

Sentry stalls across the 11 benchmarks was found to be 0.44%.

Finally, at RICU width 8, the Sentry checked a geomean of 1.86 instructions per Sentry

cycle. The average percentage of slow Sentry stalls went down further to 0.09%. In fact,

for every single benchmark, the processor experienced slow Sentry stalls in less than 0.4%

cycles.

As can be seen from both Figures 6.2 and 6.3, at 4 RICUs and above, the overhead

of TrustGuard is dominated by the overhead of Merkle tree accesses and the bandwidth

stalls. This is especially visible for the three benchmarks that showed an IPC decline above

15%—401.bzip2, 429.mcf, and 445.gobmk. For the four configurations, the percentage

of bandwidth stalls ranged between 11.8%–13.7% across these three benchmarks (average

calculated for these benchmarks separately), as against an average range of 3.9%–4.3%

across all the eleven benchmarks.
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6.4 Varying Sentry Frequency

One of the main insights behind TrustGuard is that a Sentry running at a lower clock fre-

quency may verify the execution of instructions by the untrusted processor without im-

pacting its performance too adversely. Along with reducing the energy consumption of the

Sentry, the lower frequency could also enable the fabrication of the Sentry at older, trusted

fabrication plants using technology that is a few generations old. Figure 6.4 shows the

effect of varying the Sentry clock frequency on the IPC of the untrusted processor. Each

different configuration of the Sentry has a RICU width of 4 instructions per cycle and a

Sentry-Processor bandwidth of 10 GB/s.
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Figure 6.4: Effect on untrusted processor IPC of varying the Sentry’s frequency. RICU
width: 4 instructions/cycle. Sentry-Processor bandwidth: 10 GB/s. Untrusted processor
frequency: 2 GHz.

The challenge with running the a Sentry at a lower clock frequency is to achieve a high

enough checking throughput to keep up with execution by the untrusted processor. Com-
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pared to the out-of-order processor baseline, the eleven benchmarks showed a geomean

IPC reduction of 37.2% at 500 MHz, 15.3% at 750 MHz, 8.5% at 1 GHz, 7.2% at 1.25

GHz, and 6.5% at 1.5 GHz. As expected, higher Sentry frequencies led to higher checking

throughput, which in turn, improved the performance of the untrusted processor.

The average number of instructions checked by the Sentry per cycle presented an in-

teresting metric to show how the RICU in the Sentry was overwhelmed by the number of

instructions that needed to be verified. At 500 MHz, the Sentry checked a geomean of 2.55

instructions per Sentry cycle as against a maximum possible 4 instructions per cycle. This

was by far the highest value of this metric seen in these experiments, including for the case

when an 8-wide RICU was used at 1 GHz Sentry frequency. This is because the processor

was sending instructions to the Sentry at a faster rate than the Sentry could check. So,

for a large number of cycles, many instructions were always queued up in the ExecInfo

buffer, which allowed the Sentry to utilize the full width of its RICU.

The performance impact of varying the Sentry frequency can also be gleaned from the

Sentry’s checking throughput. However, comparing checking throughput per Sentry cycle

is meaningless as each configuration has a different clock period. Therefore, we measure

the Normalized Sentry Throughput (NSTP), defined as the average number of instructions

checked by the Sentry RICU per nanosecond. The NSTP can be calculated as follows:

NSTP = (Average checking throughput) × (Sentry frequency in GHz)

Table 6.4 shows the NSTP achieved by the Sentryduring the execution of each benchmark.

The geomean NSTP was 1.27 instructions/ns at 500 MHz, 1.68 instructions/ns at 750 MHz,

1.82 instructions/ns at 1 GHz, 1.85 instructions/ns at 1.25 GHz, and 1.86 instructions/ns at

1.5 GHz. Thus, the checking throughput of the Sentry increased at higher frequencies,

which explains the improved processor IPC.

To assess the overheads impacting performance while varying Sentry frequency, we

once again measured slow Sentry and bandwidth stalls experienced by the untrusted pro-

cessor. Figure 6.5 shows the percentage of these stalls.
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Benchmark Baseline Normalized Sentry Throughput
Processor (Insts/ns)

IPC 500MHz 750MHz 1GHz 1.25GHz 1.5GHz
401.bzip2 1.16 1.60 1.91 1.93 1.99 1.99
429.mcf 0.59 0.66 0.82 0.87 0.87 0.87
445.gobmk 0.84 1.24 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32
450.soplex 1.07 1.19 1.56 1.76 1.78 1.79
453.povray 0.98 1.15 1.68 1.85 1.86 1.87
456.hmmer 1.61 1.57 2.34 2.89 3.05 3.15
458.sjeng 1.10 1.63 1.93 1.95 1.95 1.95
462.libquantum 1.60 1.89 2.84 3.17 3.18 3.18
464.h264ref 1.49 1.80 2.61 2.83 2.83 2.83
470.lbm 0.72 0.72 0.94 1.12 1.23 1.24
471.omnetpp 0.89 1.27 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75
Geomean 1.04 1.27 1.68 1.82 1.85 1.86

Table 6.4: Checking throughput of the Sentry, in instructions per nanosecond, when the
Sentry frequency is varied

At 500 MHz, the performance impact is dominated by the Sentry’s checking throughput

lagging behind execution by the processor. This is reflected in the average percentage of

slow Sentry and bandwidth stalls experienced by the processor. The processor experienced

slow Sentry stalls for a geomean of 30.40% of timing cycles in this configuration. The

average percentage of bandwidth stalls for this configuration was 3.74%. The effect of

bandwidth stalls was more dominant than slow Sentry stalls for 401.bzip2, 429.mcf, and

445.gobmk. These benchmarks are comparatively more memory intensive and incur a large

number of shadow memory accesses. These accesses result in significant information being

sent across from the processor to the Sentry—a process slowed down by the bandwidth

constraints on the link between the two components.

For all the other benchmarks, which are more computationally intensive, the processor

suffered a large decline in its IPC. The largest declines were for benchmarks with the high-

est baseline IPCs. For 456.hmmer, the processor was stalled for more than half the timing

cycles, waiting for the Sentry to check instruction execution. Once again, the burstiness of

the benchmark aggravated the effect of the low checking throughput of the Sentry.

As the Sentry frequency was increased, the number of slow Sentry stalls dropped, re-
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Figure 6.5: Stalls induced by the Sentry when varying the Sentry frequency (corresponding
to Figure 6.4). RICU width: 4 instructions/cycle. Sentry-Processor bandwidth: 10 GB/s.
Untrusted processor frequency: 2 GHz. 1: 500 MHz, 2: 750 MHz, 3: 1 GHz, 4: 1.25 GHz,
5: 1.5GHz.

sulting in improved processor IPC. The average percentage of slow Sentry stalls was 8.79%

at 750 MHz, 2.27% at 1 GHz, 0.52% at 1.25 GHz, and 0.08% at 1.5 GHz. By contrast, the

average percentage of bandwidth stalls was relatively constant: 4.17% at 750 MHz, 4.14%

at 1 GHz, 4.23% at 1.25 GHz, and 4.16% at 1.5 GHz. This intuitively makes sense because

the absolute amount of communication occurring between the processor and the Sentry is

constant for each of these configurations.

An interesting result related to the occurrence of slow Sentry and bandwidth stalls can

be seen from 401.bzip2 in Figure 6.5. At 500 MHz, there are a lot more slow Sentry

stalls because of lower checking throughput. These stalls actually help hide the effect of

bandwidth limitations for a number of clock cycles. As the Sentry’s checking throughput

increases due to higher Sentry frequency, most of these slow Sentry stalls disappear and

instead, the bandwidth of communication becomes the new bottleneck. This accounts for
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the increase in the percentage of bandwidth stalls at higher frequencies: 5.03% at 500 MHz,

5.28% at 750 MHz, 5.85% at 1 GHz, 6.78% at 1.25 GHz, and 6.80% at 1.5 GHz. A similar

trend is also visible for 450.soplex and 470.lbm. This trend does not manifest for other

benchmarks because slow Sentry stalls, not bandwidth stalls, are the bottleneck for them.

6.5 Varying Sentry-Processor Bandwidth

The average percentage of bandwidth stalls in Figures 6.3 and Figures 6.5 remained rel-

atively stable because the communication between the processor and the Sentry depends

on program characteristics (number of cache lines accessed by memory, distribution of in-

structions, L1 cache miss rates, L1 cache eviction rates, etc.) With cache mirroring, the

processor need not send data corresponding to L1 cache hits to the Sentry. Therefore,

programs with greater cache locality will save on communication. Similarly, for branch

instructions where control flow does not jump to a new location, the new program counter

is not sent across to the Sentry, saving on some more communication.

The overhead of shadow memory accesses was by far the biggest contributor to com-

munication between the processor and the Sentry . For example, when the Bonsai Merkle

tree was implemented in the simulator without the presence of a cache on the Sentry, the

processor spent most of its time in bandwidth stalls and its IPC dropped to near-zero levels.

This was because the processor was having to send across MACs, counters, and all Merkle

tree nodes leading up to the root to the Sentry for verification. Adding an instruction and a

data cache on the Sentry was the first optimization that enabled this system to work without

prohibitive overheads.

Figure 6.6 shows the effect of varying the Sentry-Processor bandwidth on the IPC of

the untrusted processor. For each configuration of bandwidth, the RICU width was set to 4

instructions and the frequency of the Sentry was set at 1 GHz, i.e. half the frequency of the

untrusted processor.
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Figure 6.6: Effect on untrusted processor IPC of varying the bandwidth between the proces-
sor and the Sentry. RICU width: 4 instructions/cycle. Sentry frequency: 1 GHz. Untrusted
processor frequency: 2 GHz.

As seen in Figure 6.6, configurations with higher bandwidth achieved higher processor

IPCs. The geomean decline in processor IPC with respect to the out-of-order only base-

line was found to be 21.1% at 5 GB/s, 8.5% at 10 GB/s, and 7.5% at 15 GB/s. There

was a significant increase in processor IPCs when increasing bandwidth from 5 GB/s to

10 GB/s. However, when the bandwidth increased from 10 GB/s to 15 GB/s, there was

an improvement in processor IPC for only three benchmarks—401.bzip2, 429.mcf, and

445.gobmk. For the other eight benchmarks, there was no significant improvement in the

processor IPC (less than 2 percentage points). Once again, we measured the percentage of

slow Sentry and bandwidth stalls experienced by the untrusted processor in order to assess

the overheads affecting performance. This data is shown in Figure 6.7.

As Figure 6.7 shows, the average percentage of bandwidth stalls was found to be

25.34% at 5 GB/s, 4.14% at 10 GB/s, and 0.24% at 15 GB/s. Most of the gains while
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Figure 6.7: Stalls induced by the Sentry when varying the processor to Sentry channel
bandwidth (corresponding to Figure 6.4). RICU width: 4 instructions/cycle. Sentry fre-
quency: 1 GHz. Untrusted processor frequency: 2 GHz. 1: 5 GB/s, 2: 10 GB/s, 3: 15
GB/s.

increasing the bandwidth from 10 GB/s to 15 GB/s came from the above mentioned three

benchmarks. For 401.bzip2, the percentage of bandwidth stalls was 38.34% at 5 GB/s,

5.85% at 10 GB/s, and 0.44% at 15 GB/s. For 429.mcf, the same number was 49.24% at 5

GB/s, 13.68% at 10 GB/s, and 0.90% at 15 GB/s. For 445.gobmk, this metric was 61.38%

at 5 GB/s, 20.27% at 10 GB/s, and 0.89% at 15 GB/s.

429.mcf and 445.gobmk showed a high number of bandwidth stalls because they expe-

rienced relatively high miss rates in the data cache, which in turn, increased the amount of

information to be communicated to the Sentry. The data cache miss rate was approximately

27% for 429.mcf and approximately 15% for 445.gobmk, compared to an average of 3%

across the other nine benchmarks. 401.bzip2 too had an above average data cache miss

rate of approximately 5%. The effects of these misses was exacerbated by the high number

of memory operations performed in this benchmark. By contrast, 456.hmmer with 99.1%
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data cache hit rate only experienced bandwidth stalls for 0.0064% of timing cycles.

As the percentage of bandwidth stalls declines due to higher bandwidth, it sometimes

results in an increase in the percentage of slow Sentry stalls, as can be observed most

noticeably for 456.hmmer in Figure 6.7. As bandwidth increases, execution information is

delivered at a higher rate to the Sentry . Thus, the Sentry RICU may have to achieve higher

throughput to match this higher rate of delivery. However, the RICU in 456.hmmer already

has a high throughput and cannot increase its pace of checking without an increase in the

RICU width. Consequently, we see an uptick in the percentage of slow Sentry stalls for

456.hmmer.

Finally, it must be noted that at 15 GB/s, the processor experiences bandwidth stalls in

less than 1% of timing cycles for every single benchmark evaluated. At this bandwidth,

eight of the eleven benchmarks do not experience any significant number of slow Sentry

stalls. For these benchmarks, the overhead of shadow memory accesses becomes the bot-

tleneck. Thus, the processor IPCs observed are very similar to the corresponding processor

IPCs reported in Figure 6.1.

The effect of varying bandwidth on performance can also be gauged by measuring the

bandwidth requirements when the processor executes these benchmarks. Table 6.5 shows

the mean bandwidth usage, when the maximum Sentry-Processor link bandwidth was 10

GB/s and also when the maximum bandwidth was unrestricted. As seen from the case

where the maximum bandwidth was unrestricted, two benchmarks had very high bandwidth

requirements—429.mcf and 445.gobmk. These were also the benchmarks which showed

the maximum percentage of bandwidth stalls in Figures 6.3, 6.5, and 6.7. The geomean of

the average bandwidth usage across the eleven benchmarks with unrestricted bandwidth on

the link was 6.95 GB/s; the value of the same metric was 6.16 GB/s, when the bandwidth

was limited to 10 GB/s.
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Benchmark Mean Bandwidth Usage (GB/s)
Max 10GB/s B/W Unlimited B/W

401.bzip2 7.33 7.82
429.mcf 8.15 10.06
445.gobmk 8.72 15.32
450.soplex 5.33 5.56
453.povray 7.63 7.88
456.hmmer 6.14 6.64
458.sjeng 4.67 4.95
462.libquantum 5.56 5.56
464.h264ref 5.54 6.47
470.lbm 6.30 6.56
471.omnetpp 4.15 4.44
Geomean 6.16 6.95

Table 6.5: Mean Bandwith Usage for Sentry-Processor link for: (1) Maximum Bandwidth
10 GB/s, and (2) Unrestricted Bandwidth

6.6 Effect of Link Compression

Besides caching on the Sentry, the other mechanism used by TrustGuard to reduce the

amount of communication between the processor and the Sentry was link compression.

The previous graphs reported processor IPC numbers for configurations where link com-

pression was always enabled. This section quantifies the effect of link compression on the

performance of the untrusted processor. To this end, we ran simulations for two additional

configurations: (1) No link compression at bandwidth 10 GB/s; and (2) No link compres-

sion at bandwidth 15 GB/s. Figure 6.8 shows the processor IPC for these two configurations

as well as for the out-of-order only baseline and the configuration with link compression

enabled at 10 GB/s. For the four configurations shown in the figure, the RICU width was

set to 4 instructions per cycle and the Sentry was clocked at 1 GHz.

As shown in Figure 6.8, link compression enabled a significant reduction in bandwidth

requirements. Without link compression, the untrusted processor experienced a geomean

IPC decline of 10.9% at 15 GB/s bandwidth and 18.7% at 10 GB/s bandwidth. By contrast,

using link compression at 10 GB/s bandwidth incurred much lower overhead than either

configuration without link compression (a geomean IPC decline of 8.5%).
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Figure 6.8: Effect of link compression on untrusted processor IPC. NoComp: Link com-
pression not used. Comp: Link compression used. RICU width: 4 instructions/cycle.
Sentry frequency: 1 GHz. Untrusted processor frequency: 2 GHz.

Figure 6.9 shows the percentage of bandwidth stalls experienced by the processor for

each of the above configurations. While all benchmarks experienced a massive reduction

in the percentage of bandwidth stalls due to link compression, the effect was seen most

noticeably for 429.mcf, 445.gobmk, and 453.povray. The average percentage of bandwidth

stalls was found to be 21.79% when no link compression was used at 10 GB/s, 9.68% when

no link compression was used at 15 GB/s, and 4.14% when link compression was used at 10

GB/s. The highest number of bandwidth stalls were seen in 445.gobmk, which according

to Table 6.5 requires a mean bandwidth usage of 15.32 GB/s (when link compression is

enabled).

An important consideration when it comes to link compression is the simplicity of the

compression algorithm used. As explained in Section 4.4, TrustGuard uses a combination

of Significance-Width Compression (SWC) and Frequent Value Encoding (FVE). More
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Figure 6.9: Effect of link compression on percentage of bandwidth stalls experienced by the
processor. NoComp: Link compression not used. Comp: Link compression used. RICU
width: 4 instructions/cycle. Sentry frequency: 1 GHz. Untrusted processor frequency: 2
GHz.

complex compression algorithms could be used to further reduce the bandwidth require-

ments. However, these algorithms might require more complex implementations, which

might also increase the latency of communication between the processor and the Sentry.

6.7 Link Utilization

Mean bandwidth usage (shown in Table 6.5) is only one metric that characterizes the com-

munication between the Sentry and the untrusted processor. Another important metric for

the system is the utilization of the link itself. Figure 6.10 quantifies this utilization by

showing the cumulative distribution of instantaneous bandwidth usage (bandwidth used in

a particular cycle) over the number of execution cycles for the benchmarks. The Sentry
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configuration for Figure 6.10 has RICU width 4, maximum Sentry-Processor bandwidth of

10 GB/s, and a Sentry frequency of 1 GHz.
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Figure 6.10: Cumulative distribution of instantaneous bandwidth usage over percentage
of execution cycles, showing utilization of the link between the processor and the Sentry.
RICU: 4 instructions/cycle. Sentry frequency: 1 GHz. Sentry-Processor bandwidth: 10
GB/s. Untrusted processor frequency: 2 GHz.

As shown in Figure 6.10, benchmarks with relatively high communication between

the processor and the Sentry have a large number of execution cycles with large instanta-

neous bandwidths. For instance, for 445.gobmk, the instantaneous bandwidth usage is less

than 8GB/s for only 14.9% of execution cycles. By contrast, for benchmarks like 471.om-

netpp and 458.sjeng that have lesser communication, more than 50% of execution cycles

have instantaneous bandwidth usage less than 4GB/s. There is also a correlation between
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higher mean bandwidth usage and the percentage of execution cycles where the instanta-

neous bandwidth usage is equal to the maximum possible bandwidth. For instance, 429.mcf

(mean bandwidth usage 10.06 GB/s when bandwidth is unrestricted) and 445.gobmk (mean

bandwidth usage 15.32 GB/s with unrestricted bandwidth) use up the full 10 GB/s band-

width for 79.98% and 84.62% respectively of execution cycles. By contrast, 471.omnetpp

(with the minimum mean bandwidth usage of 4.44 GB/s) uses up the full 10 GB/s band-

width for only 29.30% of execution cycles.

6.8 Average Latency of Instruction Verification
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Figure 6.11: Average latency, in terms of number of processor cycles, between committing
of an instruction in the untrusted processor and its checking by the Sentry. Sentry-Processor
bandwidth: 10 GB/s. Untrusted processor frequency: 2 GHz.

Output operations in TrustGuard cannot proceed until they are verified by the Sentry.

Figure 6.11 shows the average latency for each instruction from when it is committed in the
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untrusted processor to when it is verified by the Sentry. This metric gives a sense of how

long output operations would be delayed. With improvement in frequency, the throughput

of checking increases, which results in a decline in the average latency. The geomean av-

erage latency for each instruction is 143 CPU cycles (0.072µs) at 1GHz and RICU width 4

instructions/cycle, 114 CPU cycles (0.057µs) at 1GHz and RICU width 8 instructions/cy-

cle, and 113 CPU cycles (0.057µs) at 1.5GHz and RICU width 4 instructions/cycle. Note

that every instruction incurs a latency of at least 100 cycles, which is assumed to be the

latency of off-chip communication by the processor.

There is a clear difference between the SPECINT and SPECFP benchmarks. At 1GHz

and RICU width 4 instructions/cycle, SPECINT has a geomean latency of 118 CPU cycles

(0.059µs), while SPECFP has a geomean latency of 238 CPU cycles (0.119µs). The rea-

son for this difference is that floating point operations have higher latencies than integer

operations; this latency is magnified because the Sentry runs at half the frequency of the

untrusted processor. At higher frequency (1.5GHz) or with greater parallelism in the Sentry

(RICU width 8 instructions/cycle), the throughput of the Sentry increases, leading to sig-

nificant decline in the latency of committed instructions. The average latency of SPECFP

benchmarks drops to 129 CPU cycles (0.065µs) at 1GHz and 8RICUs and to 133 CPU

cycles (0.067µs) at 1.5GHz and RICU width 4 instructions/cycle.

6.9 Energy

We used McPAT v1.2 [85] to model the energy of the TrustGuard processor and Sentry us-

ing execution statistics from our performance simulations. Power for the MAC engines was

estimated using an HMAC-MD5 accelerator [135], adapted to our design using technology

scaling. The processor-Sentry link was modeled as a PCIe interconnect [2].

Figure 6.12 shows the energy consumption of TrustGuard, normalized to the energy

consumption of the baseline untrusted processor. The Sentry configuration used had RICU
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Figure 6.12: TrustGuard’s energy usage. RICU width: 4 instructions/cycle. Sentry fre-
quency: 1 GHz. Sentry-Processor bandwidth: 10 GB/s. Untrusted processor frequency: 2
GHz.

width 4 instructions/Sentry cycle and was clocked at 1 GHz. The maximum bandwidth of

the Sentry-processor interconnect was set at 10 GB/s. The geomean energy consumption

of TrustGuard was 28.7% greater than the baseline. The untrusted processor in TrustGuard

showed a geomean 8.14% higher energy consumption than the baseline processor. The

geomean energy consumption of the Sentry itself is 17% of the energy consumption of the

baseline processor, which is significantly lower than the 100+% increase that would have

come from a second redundant processor. Furthermore, the dynamic runtime power for the

TrustGuard-enabled system only increased by a geomean of 9.6% over the baseline.

The main reasons for the lower energy consumption of the Sentry compared to the

untrusted processor are the lower frequency of the Sentry, the absence of an L2 cache, and

the absence of the out-of-order support structures. Finally, the link consumes a geomean

5.0% of the energy of the untrusted processor.
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Chapter 7

The Simplicity of the Sentry

Chapter 2 discussed the shortcomings of existing systems to secure complex hardware com-

ponents such as modern out-of-order processors. One of these shortcomings is that most

verification techniques do not easily scale to complex hardware designs. Consequently, it

is desirable for the Sentry to have a relatively simple design to make it more amenable to

verification. Moreover, a simple design combined with the Sentry’s limited impact on per-

formance even when operating at lower clock frequencies, would enable the manufacture of

the Sentry at closely-controlled fabrication plants using generations old technology. Thus,

a necessary condition for the viability of the TrustGuard architecture is that the Sentry

should be much less complex than the untrusted processor.

This section compares the complexity of the Sentry design against the complexity of

an out-of-order processor. Processor execution involves fetch, decode, “functional unit

execution,” write-back, and in modern processors, also includes dependence speculation,

branch prediction, register renaming, reorder buffers, L2 cache, instruction queue, dispatch,

load/store queues, inter-stage forwarding logic, and memory control. Additionally, these

components are directed by extremely complex control logic. Note that “functional unit

execution” is just one small step in processor execution. The Sentry can only “functional

unit execute” instructions at the direction of the untrusted processor. The Sentry does
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perform more work than the functional units in a processor (e.g. result comparison), but

the Sentry’s work, complexity, and control are still very much closer to “functional unit

execution” than to “full processor execution.”

This difference between the complexities of the processor and the Sentry becomes clear,

once we compare the complexities of each different stage in the processor and the Sentry

respectively. The following sections present this comparison.

7.1 Fetch vs Instruction Read

The fetch unit on the processor is responsible for fetching the next instruction(s) to be

executed from memory. Most modern multiple-issue superscalar processors utilize an inte-

grated instruction fetch unit that performs several functions: branch prediction, instruction

prefetch, and instruction memory access and buffering. Table 7.1 shows the components

present in the processor’s fetch unit and the Sentry’s RICU.

Instruction Fetch Unit Instruction Read (IR) Unit
(Processor) (Sentry)

Instruction Cache Access Instruction Cache Access
Next Address Logic NextInst Logic
Branch Predictor
Branch Target Buffer
Return Address Predictor
Instruction Prefetcher
Memory fetch hardware

Table 7.1: Components of the processor’s instruction fetch unit and the Sentry’s Instruction
Read (IR) unit

Both the processor’s fetch unit and the Sentry’s IR unit perform instruction cache ac-

cesses to initiate instruction execution and checking respectively. To determine the next

instruction to be checked, the processor’s fetch unit must have a Next Address logic

that calculates the next program counter value. This logic determines the next address by

choosing from among the calculated PC value and the address resulting from a synthesis of
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the branch predictor, branch target buffer (BTB), and return address predictor outputs. The

next address to be fetched from may sometimes be the result of a branch misprediction, in

which case the processor must also implement logic to signal a squash and enable recovery

to a nonspeculative state.

By contrast, the Sentry’s NextInst logic (Figure 4.7) utilizes information about con-

trol flow sent by the processor to determine the next instruction to be checked. There is

no misprediction of the next instruction address unless the processor executed a control

flow instruction incorrectly or reported the said address incorrectly. As per the Sentry’s

functionality (Section 4.2), the RICU would detect either of these cases and prevent output

emanating from those instructions.

The presence of the branch predictor adds considerable complexity to the processor

fetch unit, compared to the IR-stage of the Sentry. In addition to a circuit to predict if a

branch is taken or not (the predictor itself), a branch prediction unit typically also utilizes

a branch target buffer (BTB) to determine the exact address of the next instruction and a

return address predictor to handle returns from function calls. In a modern processor, this

integrated branch prediction unit can be both large and complex. For instance, a typical

ARM A8 processor has a two-level branch predictor unit, a 512-entry BTB, a 4K sized

global history, and an 8-entry return stack (to enable return address prediction) [61].

Additionally, many processors also have a hardware prefetching unit to reduce the ac-

cess latency for instruction fetch [61]. Typically, instruction prefetch involves the processor

fetching multiple blocks on a cache miss. The requested block is placed in the instruction

cache when it returns, while the prefetched block(s) are placed into a separate instruction

stream buffer. If the requested block is present in the instruction stream buffer, the original

cache request is canceled and the block is read from the instruction stream buffer. Thus,

this additional circuitry for instruction prefetch adds further to the complexity of the fetch

unit. By contrast, the Sentry does not need a hardware prefetching unit for instructions (or

for data) as the processor must deliver all the accessed lines to the Sentry. In that sense, the
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processor acts as the prefetcher for the Sentry’s memory accesses. It must also be noted

that the cache organization on the processor is more complex than the cache organization

on the Sentry, as discussed later in this Section 7.5.

7.2 Decode/Register Renaming/Dispatch vs Operand Rout-

ing

The next RICU stage is Operand Routing that determines the operands for instructions to be

checked. The Operand Routing (OR) stage also does instruction scheduling—a straightfor-

ward process because instructions for checking are both fetched and scheduled in program

order on the Sentry. However, the out-of-order processor needs multiple stages to schedule

instructions and to determine their operands. These include the decode, register renam-

ing, and dispatch stages. Table 7.2 shows the components used by these processor stages,

compared to the components used by the OR stage.

Decode/Register Renaming/ Operand Routing (OR)
Dispatch Units (Processor) (Sentry)

Instruction Decoder Instruction Decoder
Architectural Registers Architectural Registers
Physical Registers

Operand Fetch Unit
Register Renaming Unit
– Register Map Table
– Rename Buffer
– Free Register List
Instruction Dispatch Unit
– Issue Queue
– Instruction Wakeup Logic
– Selection Logic
Memory Issue Logic Data Cache Access
– Memory Dependence Predictor
– Memory Dependence Matrix

Table 7.2: Comparison of the processor’s components in the decode, register renaming,
dispatch, and issue stages and the Sentry’s Operand Routing (OR) stage
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Out-of-order (OoO) processors execute instructions in the order in which operands of

instructions and the resources to execute those instructions become available. However,

fairly complex circuitry is needed to convert from program order to the OoO processor’s

execution order, and to maintain the program order of the output [58]. Further, a number

of complex structures are also introduced to reduce the impact of various data hazards that

may slow down execution. By contrast, the Sentry checks instructions in program order,

thereby precluding the need for complex structures for out-of-order execution. Similarly,

using execution information from the processor helps the Sentry avoid data hazards that

may plague the processor’s execution. These are the two main reasons for the Sentry being

much simpler in design than the untrusted processor.

Both the processor and the Sentry decode machine instructions; therefore, the complex-

ity of the decoding unit is comparable. It is important to note that for RISC processor (like

the ARM-based processor used in Chapter 6), the instruction decoder is a relatively simple

structure. Once an instruction is decoded by the processor, it is dispatched to an instruction

queue, where it waits until its operands become available. The processor needs to maintain

state corresponding to the instructions in the instruction queue (the typical instruction win-

dow size is around a hundred instructions.) By contrast, the maximum number of in-flight

instructions in the Sentry is much lesser (16 for an RICU width of 4), thus necessitating

much less state to be kept in the Sentry .

In OoO processors, register renaming follows decode and removes false dependences

among in-flight instructions caused by the reuse of architectural registers. For this purpose,

a number of structures such as rename buffer, register map table, and free register list are

used [61, 58]. The size of the physical register file is greater than the size of the archi-

tectural register file. When an instruction is renamed, the rename map table is checked to

determine its source operands. In addition, if the instruction produces a register result, a

free physical register is allocated to that instruction from the free list. If no free registers are

available, the instruction must be stalled until an earlier instruction commits and releases a
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register. The destination operand for the instruction is renamed to this allocated free reg-

ister, with the register map table reflecting this change. By contrast, the Sentry only deals

with the architectural state of the processor and hence, only requires the smaller architec-

tural register file. The OR stage can directly interface with the register file to perform the

register reads and writes, without requiring access to the additional state related to register

renaming.

Src1 R1 V1 Data1 Control Data2/Imm V2 R2 Src2

Figure 7.1: Issue queue entry for a single instruction. R: Ready bit. V: Valid bit. In addition
to this information, the dispatch stage also has CAM structures to look up source data and
select logic to dispatch instructions to functional units [58].

After renaming, an instruction enters the dispatch stage, which reserves some of the

resources used by the instruction in the future. These entries include entries in structures

such as the issue queue, the reorder buffer, and the load-store queue. Figure 7.1 shows

the amount of information stored for a single instruction in the issue queue. This informa-

tion includes control information for functional units, register operands, and status bits to

indicate when those register operands are available. In addition to a queue with multiple

entries (typically issue queues are tens of instructions in size), the dispatch unit also has

Content Addressable Memory (CAM) lookup tables for indexing into instructions in the

queue. Finally, the dispatch unit also contains wakeup logic to notify that source operands

for instructions have been produced.

The issue logic for instructions in the OR stage of the Sentry is also much simpler than

the dispatch unit of the processor. In the Sentry, the operands for instructions are always

available by the end of the OR stage. Consequently, once the decoding is complete, the in-

struction can be dispatched for checking to the Value Generation (VG) stage. No complex

issue queue or issue logic is necessary. The Operand Fetch unit uses the decoded instruction

to route the correct source operands values to the VG stage. The logic for this unit com-

prises of comparisons among the decoded source and destination operands followed by
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multiplexing of possible operands, as shown in Figure 4.6. This logic is inherently smaller

and less complex than that deployed by the OoO data dependence logic, as the number

of instructions in-flight in an OoO processor is typically much higher than the maximum

number of instructions considered by the Operand Fetch unit (RICU width).

Finally, the dispatch unit also implements the memory disambiguation policy for the

processor, which in turn, affects the complexity of the dispatch unit. Most OoO processors

reorder loads and stores with respect to each other to hide the latencies of memory opera-

tions. Some processors also perform memory dependence prediction that allows specula-

tive execution of loads and stores. Finally, the memory dispatch must also contain separate

wakeup logic to determine when an instruction is dispatched to the execution units. Some

processors even implement a speculative wakeup of loads to improve performance. The

memory dispatch unit is often implemented as another pipeline (specific implementations

dictate whether the processor has a unified pipeline or separate pipelines for loads and

stores), separate from the nonmemory instruction dispatch unit [58].

By contrast, the Sentry does not have to perform memory reordering, speculation, or

even memory accesses. The data needed by the Sentry is always available in the data cache

due to the cache mirroring scheme described in Section 4.3.2. The Sentry checks loads and

stores in total program order using the addresses reported by the processor. Consequently,

the Sentry need not wait for load and store addresses to be generated before performing

cache accesses.

7.3 Execute vs Value Generation

The Execute Stage of the processor generates the actual results of instruction execution. In

this stage, an instruction’s source operands are sent to the processor’s functional units along

with the operation defined by the instruction. The functional units of the processor operate

on the source operands to produce the results of computations. Similar computations are
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also performed by the Sentry’s Value Generation (VG) stage using the source operands

determined by the OR stage. The following table (Table 7.3) shows the various components

of the execution and writeback stages in the processor and the Sentry’s value generation

stage.

Execute/Writeback Stages Value Generation (VG) Unit
(Processor) (Sentry)

Functional Units Functional Units
Data Cache Access
Load/Store Queue
Bypass Network

Table 7.3: Components of the processor’s execute and writeback stages and the Sentry’s
Value Generation (VG) unit

One aspect of checking by the Sentry is that it does not need to replicate all the func-

tional units in the processor. For example, the OoO processor typically contains both an

integer multiply and an integer divide unit to support these respective operations. Consider

a divide operation (Q,R) = A/B, where Q and R are the quotient and remainder respec-

tively of dividing A by B. The Sentry has access to both the operands as well as the results

(Q,R) reported by the processor. Therefore, the Sentry could instead check the division

operation using only a multiplier and an adder by checking if A = QB + R. Thus, the

Sentry need not implement a divider—particularly useful because the latency of an integer

divider is typically much higher than the latency of an integer multiplier.

Moreover, the functional units in the Sentry need not have the same designs as the

functional units in the processor. The Sentry could use slower, more reliable functional

units to check the execution performed by much faster, state-of-the-art functional units.

For example, the VFP9-S floating point unit used in many ARM processors has a gate

count of 100-130K logic gates and highly optimized functional unit latencies (for e.g. 4

clock cycles for a multiply operations [6]). On the other hand, the Sentry could use a less

optimized FPU, such as the DIVA or MONARCH FPU [80], which have a gate count of

around 10K logic gates. The functional unit latencies are slightly higher (5 clock cycles
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instead of 4 for a multiply operation) but the design complexity becomes much lower.

Moreover, the Sentry can compensate for the higher latency of re-execution in such cases

with the higher throughput enabled by parallel checking.

In addition to the functional units, the execute stage in the processor must also interface

with the data cache. Additionally, for memory instructions, the processor must also con-

tain a load-store queue and the related logic for out-of-order memory instruction execution.

Finally, the processor must contain a bypass network to improve performance by specula-

tively making the results of computations available to later instructions after the write-back

stage (and before commit).

The bypass network implements a new data path in the processor. This data path is

dominated by wires and multiplexors. The design of bypass networks in modern proces-

sors can be extremely complex [58]. Modern processors typically have multilevel bypass

networks, which may affect the cycle time of the processor. Clustering may be used to re-

duce the complexity of the bypass network implementation, but it may require replication

of components such as register files as well as distributed issue queues. Relative to these

complexities that must be handled in the processor, the Sentry’s VG stage simply accepts

source operands from the OR stage and forwards the generated results to the Checking

(CH) stage.

7.4 Writeback/Commit vs Checking (CH)

The commit stage in an OoO processor helps maintain the program order. Until the com-

mit stage, the processor operates with two separate states: the architectural state and the

speculative state. The speculative state related to a commit instruction is merged into the

architectural state of the processor. In the commit stage, the execution resources allocated

during an instruction’s execution such as the ROB entries, memory order buffer entries,

physical registers, etc. are also reclaimed. In addition to committing the speculative state,
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the commit stage is also responsible for recovering from misspeculation, including branch

misspeculation and memory speculation.

Compared to all these functions of the commit unit, the checking stage in the Sentry

compares the results of its own re-execution with the results reported by the processor.

For output operations, the results calculated by the Sentry are sent to the Pending Output

Buffer (a FIFO structure) for release to peripherals. If the checking unit finds any part of

the execution to be incorrect, no data is sent to the Pending Output Buffer and the detection

of incorrect execution is flagged to the user.

7.5 Processor’s Memory/Cache Access vs Sentry’s Cache

Access

Another aspect of comparison between an OoO processor and the Sentry is their respective

caches. The processor contains multiple levels of cache, including separate L1 data and

instruction caches and a unified L2 cache. Thus, processors implement extra logic to ensure

that a memory request is forwarded to higher levels of the memory hierarchy, whenever the

request misses in the first level cache.

Most processors also implement nonblocking caches, where the processor continues

executing instructions while a cache miss is serviced. Nonblocking caches also allow the

processor to issue new load/store instructions even in the presence of pending cache misses.

These caches require a number of additional components such as miss status/information

holding registers (MSHRs) to hold information about pending misses and a fill buffer to

hold fetched data until they are written to the cache array.

By contrast, the Sentry only contains the L1 data and instruction caches, mirroring the

characteristics of the processor’s L1 caches, as described in Section 4.3.2. Furthermore,

the cache controller on the Sentry can be much simpler than the processor because the

processor is responsible for the fill, replacement, timing, and coordination with the rest of
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the memory subsystem. The caches themselves can be blocking caches as all values are

supplied ahead of time by the processor.

The one source of added complexity in the Sentry’s cache comes from the introduction

of HMAC engines and the outgoing buffer on the Sentry. In Chapter 6, the HMAC-MD5

implementation presented in [135] with a gate count of 29.2K was used. TrustGuard could

even use an alternate HMAC implementation using HMAC-SHA256, with similar HMAC

engine complexity. For instance, various HMAC-SHA256 engine designs are available

with a gate count less than 24.6K gates [122]. The size of these HMAC engines is much

less than many functional units used in a conventional processor. For example, as stated

earlier, the VFP9-S floating point unit used in many ARM processors is between 100-130K

gates in size [3]. Even basic FPU units used in embedded processors have a gate count over

10K [80]. The HMAC engines on the Sentry may be considered as functional units that are

used independently of the RICU checking functionality, operating on cache lines as they

are communicated to and from the Sentry’s cache. The outgoing buffer is a CAM structure,

but its size is limited, which in turn, limits its complexity. The calculation of Merkle Tree

addresses on the Sentry can be performed using simple operations such as bit masking and

shifting. Therefore, the additional complexity introduced by the cache checking unit of the

Sentry is much less significant than the complexity of the processor-only components.

7.6 Summary

The five previous sections break down both execution by the processor and checking by the

Sentry into their corresponding stages and compare the complexities of the most closely

related stages with each other. It is clear from these sections that in each stage, the number

of components in the processor and the amount of work done by those components during

execution exceeds the work done by the Sentry’s components during checking. The ab-

sence of many of these processor components in the Sentry also decreases the amount and
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complexity of control logic required.

The key observation is that an untrusted processor can do almost all of the work and

hold almost all of the state, including acting as control for the Sentry, without compro-

mising the Sentry’s containment guarantees. This stems from the fact that the Sentry only

needs to check the architectural state of the processor, thereby obviating the need to check

much of the speculative state utilized by some of the processor-only components described

earlier. Consequently, we achieve a Sentry design, which is much less complex than out-

of-order processors commonly used today and is of comparable complexity to designs that

have been verified formally [116, 90].
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Chapter 8

Other Related Work

Chapter 2 motivated the CAVO approach, with respect to prior work in building trustworthy

hardware. This chapter discusses some other related work, some of which is complemen-

tary to CAVO.

Instruction Granularity Monitoring. Prior proposals such as FlexCore [50], Raksha [48]

and log-based architectures [39, 41, 40] have focused on utilizing additional hardware to

detect software vulnerabilities. These techniques either trust the processor to configure the

monitoring hardware correctly or trust that the information flow is correct. Thus, these tech-

niques are all vulnerable to the effects of any malicious change introduced in the hardware

during the design or fabrication process. By contrast, the boundary of trust in TrustGuard

is restricted to the separately manufactured Sentry. TrustGuard verifies the data sent by

the processor independently using its own instruction cache and shadow register file; this

allows TrustGuard to detect and isolate the effects of maliciously behaving hardware.

System Monitoring in Hardware. Vigilare [93] and S-Mon [62] propose snooping-

based architectures that use a Snooper to monitor the system bus and collect the contents

of real-time bus traffic. A separate Verifier then examines the snooped data to look for

sequences of processor execution that violate the integrity of the host system’s software.
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These techniques are similar to TrustGuard in the sense that the snooper and the verifier

can be separately designed from the other components of the system, just like the Sentry

in TrustGuard. However, these techniques are aimed at protecting against attacks on kernel

integrity (such as kernel-level rootkits) by identifying immutable regions of the kernel and

detecting illicit attempts to modify them. Both these techniques trust that the underlying

hardware itself is secure. Thus, a backdoor inserted in the processor or memory could cir-

cumvent the protections provided by Vigilare and S-Mon. By contrast, TrustGuard assumes

the existence of untrusted commodity hardware and isolates any effects of malicious be-

havior by those components. TrustGuard could be augmented with the idea behind Vigilare

and S-Mon to provide added kernel integrity assurance to users.

3-D Integration for Security. Recent research has investigated the implications of 3-D

circuit-level integration for secure computer hardware [65, 67]. This approach can provide

security through diversity as different layers of the IC stack can be manufactured in separate

foundries. Imeson et al. [67] leverage 3-D IC integration to obfuscate circuit designs and

protect chips from malicious modifications during fabrication. However, this technique

does not protect against malicious modifications during the design phase. Furthermore,

their technique leads to a considerable increase in the power dissipation (almost double the

original circuit) and circuit delay (upto 115% increase).

Valamehr et al. propose a general methodology to integrate system monitors to a host

computation plane by attaching an optional control plane using 3-D integration [126]. The

advantages of this design are the availability of high bandwidth and low delays between the

host and the monitoring chip. 3-D integration provides an alternate way of integrating the

Sentry with a commodity system and would satisfy TrustGuard’s bandwidth requirements.

However, such a design would not be pluggable and swappable as the security chip is

overlaid as a foundry-level configuration option.
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Processor Verification. Processor designers rely on functional verification techniques

to detect hardware Trojans and ensure correctness of the system. Some designers use

simulation-based tests to validate the processor. As the test space for modern-day com-

plex processors is prohibitively huge, designers rely on pseudorandom test-case generation

to cover the test space. Consequently, there is often a big gap between the generated test

space and the actual one [8, 30, 144].

An alternate approach uses formal verification techniques guaranteed to be complete [33,

66, 72, 90, 102, 105, 116, 127, 140]. However, formal verification may take much longer

than simulation-based methods and often requires skiled human support for complex pro-

cessor designs. Hardware designers have also used formal equivalence checking to for-

mally prove that the RTL code and the netlist synthesized from it have exactly the same

behavior [83].

In general, two significant factors affect the use of formal verification techniques in pro-

cessor development: (1) scaling issues related to the size of the processor specifications, the

size and complexity of processor designs, and the size of the design and verification teams;

and (2) return on investment issues including the need to catch bugs early in and through

the development process and the need to reuse verification IP, tools, and techniques across

a wide range of designs [106]. Recently, Reid et al. presented ISA-Formal as a broadly ap-

plicable formal verification technique for verifying processor pipeline control [106]. How-

ever, even though formal verification can ensure the correctness of hardware designs, they

cannot ensure that those designs were faithfully fabricated during the later stages of the

manufacturing process.

Side Channel Attacks. A lot of research has been devoted to protecting systems against

side channel attacks. Phantom [89] and Raccoon [104] use obfuscation to provide con-

fidentiality guarantees. Sebastian et al. proposed hardware transformation techniques to

construct leakage resistant circuits [53]. All these works are complementary to TrustGuard.
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Used in conjunction with TrustGuard, they could be used to strengthen the overall trustwor-

thiness of the system, in particular to counter techniques that might bypass the physical gap

bridged by the Sentry.

Memory Integrity Assurance. The XOM architecture [87] uses an encryption key to

preserve privacy. For stores, the stored data is appended with a hash of itself, and for

loads, XOM can verify that the fetched data were indeed stored by the program previously.

Similar to our MAC-based memory integrity, XOM’s integrity mechanism is vulnerable

to replay attacks by which the memory returns stale data previously stored at the same

address during the same execution. To solve this issue, Gassend et al. utilize a hash tree

structure to verify the integrity of large memory and also optimize the number of hash

reads [56]. To further reduce runtime overhead, Suh et al. propose a new encryption

mechanism that can hide the encryption latency by decoupling computations for decryption

from off-chip data accesses and keep a log to enable a separate integrity check operation

when necessary [118, 44]. While many of these ideas are similar to SMACs, they are all

based on the assumption that the processor can be trusted. TrustGuard ensures memory

integrity even when the processor itself is untrusted.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future Directions

This dissertation has proposed the Containment Architecture with Verified Output (CAVO)

model to enable the containment of malicious effects of untrusted hardware. It proposed

and evaluated the TrustGuard architecture to show the feasibility of the CAVO model.

9.1 Conclusion

Current hardware verification tools are not mature enough to secure complex hardware

components through the entire process of manufacturing. To address the problem of estab-

lishing trust in the system in the presence of untrusted hardware components, this disser-

tation proposed the concept of a Containment Architecture with Verified Output (CAVO).

CAVO is based on the insight that the effects of malicious behavior by untrusted hardware

can be contained as long as malicious components are not allowed to communicate ex-

ternally. Containment is achieved by requiring that all communication from the system

originate from a small, separately manufactured component, called the Sentry. The Sentry

acts as a gatekeeper whose sole purpose is to be the foundation of security for the rest of

the system and is simple enough to be reliably secured and verified.

This dissertation demonstrated the feasibility of CAVO with the presentation and evalu-

ation of the first prototype design, named TrustGuard, along with the security guarantees it
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provides. In TrustGuard, the untrusted processor and other system components must send

execution information to the Sentry in order to be able to communicate externally. The

Sentry can use this execution information to check that any attempted communication re-

sults from the correct execution of signed software. Using the execution information also

allows the Sentry to minimize the performance impact to the system.

Simulations on 11 SPEC CPU benchmarks demonstrated that the TrustGuard Sentry

can provide containment guarantees for the system, while causing a geomean decline of

8.50% (and an arithmetic mean decline of 12%) in the untrusted processor’s IPC, when

the Sentry operates at half the clock frequency of the processor. Containment by Trust-

Guard also requires the addition of one new chip (the Sentry) to the system and a geomean

energy overhead of 28.7%. The average performance of TrustGuard is comparable to the

performance decline reported by various hardware security proposals such as AEGIS (aver-

age 11% slowdown for secure processing), Raksha (average 37% for dynamic information

flow tracking), FlexCore (average 8% for runtime monitoring), and traditional Merkle tree

implementations for memory integrity (average 13% IPC decline). Moreover, these tech-

niques implicitly trust the complex processor to function correctly, while TrustGuard can

provide additional security by containing malicious behavior by the processor itself.

The use of the Sentry for containment allows the separation of the manufacturers supply

chain into two different paths—one that emphasizes performance and another that empha-

sizes security and trust. The performance-centric supply chain builds complex, difficult-

to-verify components such as the processor using the state-of-the-art semiconductor and

microarchitectural technology. The security-centric supply chain builds the Sentry in do-

mestic, closely-controlled, trusted fabrication plants. This separation provides an attractive

middle path between the two extremes of either building security-conscious components

that may discard the latest microarchitectural advances or ignoring security requirements

in the pursuit of better performance and efficiency.
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9.2 Future Research Directions

We propose some avenues for future research into the CAVO model, based on relaxing

some of the requirements of the TrustGuard design.

Software Trust Model. TrustGuard assures that communications from the system orig-

inate only from signed software executing correctly. However, signing is not a guarantee

of the software actually being secure. The generic concept of CAVO may enable support-

ing stronger guarantees about the security of the software. For example, the system could

require all software to carry a proof of correctness, which could be efficiently verified at

runtime with the cooperation of the Sentry.

Formal Verification of the Sentry. As stated in Chapter 7, the Sentry in TrustGuard is

simpler than the untrusted processor, which makes it more amenable to formal verification

by existing tools and techniques. Formally proving the correctness of the Sentry and the

security guarantees offered by TrustGuard can be an avenue for future research.

Addressing Architectural Restrictions of TrustGuard. TrustGuard provides contain-

ment guarantees for a system with a single-core out-of-order processor. However, extend-

ing TrustGuard to today’s multicore processor-based systems is essential to make a case for

its widespread adoption. Extending the TrustGuard design to multicore processors would

involve answering research questions such as: (1) increasing the throughput of the Sentry

in the face of the higher bandwidth requirements for communication between the multi-

core processor and the Sentry ; and (2) handling the nondeterminism introduced by parallel

execution contexts in a multicore processor.

Furthermore, TrustGuard requires the design of the Sentry to be coupled with the de-

sign of the untrusted processor (for example, using the same ISA, requiring minor proces-

sor modifications, etc.) The applicability and effectiveness of TrustGuard can be improved
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by relaxing these requirements. To enable this, future research could focus on the ques-

tion of whether the functionality provided by the modified processor could be efficiently

performed by logic implemented in software.
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